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CHftgim l 
m STUDY IN osum 
2. 
CHAPTER I 
'NS tans: studx in oskibai. 
Beading professional literature is an Important phase 
of the ineervic® education program of teacher# In today1a 
schools. Teacher©, adalnlstrstors, and supervisor® reuet 
constantly road to keep up with advances In subject matter, 
method© and technique® of teaching. By reading, a teacher 
not only keeps abrssfit of this r«ptdly changing world, but 
eliminates ©any defIci^ncea In hi® background preparation, 
and prepares himself to meat more adequately new respond- 
bllltl®# in preparing the child for hie place in adult 
society. 
rioundlns out of e&ucatIon. Preparation for the teaching 
profession dnot end with graduation from college, 
university or normal school. This part of hi® education 
may give him a general basic background in subject matter, 
and may develop the foundations for doing a good teaching 
Job, but the realities of classroom activities are not en¬ 
countered until they are mot in actual teaching situations. 
In the final analysis, a college education can give but a 
email fraction of the knowledge required for a lifelong career 
as a teacher. This knowledge must be constantly supplemented 
by information gleaned fron travel, observation, lecture®, 
graduate courses, membership In professional organisation®, 
and realog professional literature. Whenever the opportunity 
presents itself, the good teacher will take advantage of it. 
3. 
Burri Harding and Jacobs in their book entitled student 
Teaching in the Momentary School have statedt 
If you would continue to grow on the Job, 
you will do well to develop the habit of reading 
©elected professional literature as a mesne of 
keeping abreast of the beat current theory and 
practice in education* Professional reading la 
usually ©oat fruitful when one can discuss the 
magazine articles, pamphlet© and books with others 
who have read them* Sous school faculties devote 
certain of their meeting® to a discussion of pre¬ 
viously selected materials. Many school systems 
have established a professional library for the 
u«$ of the staff which includes $t least one copy 
of major educational periodicals and sosse recent 
books of note* 
Growing on the Job - not only in the flret year 
but also in succeeding years - 1© prooerly directed 
toward developing a wans interesting, balanced 
personality as well as toward achieving competency 
In touching** 
Keeping up with society* teacher growth* if it 1© to 
be called growth at all, mast follow the line© our culture 
carves out for it. C. Glen Haas has written rtQur© is a 
society which constantly confronts new Issues at home find 
rt2 
in its relations with other countries • It docs mors than 
sorely confront these issuesj it has the r#epe»sifcHlty of 
dealing with them, while at the sama time conserving our 
Ideas. Many demand© sre made of the curriculum In such a 
dynamic culture. Whole paw flslds, which wore previously 
unknown, must be added to courses. Atomic energy, electronics, 
mental hygieno first aid, labor relations, civil defense, 
1. " feei B.' Burr at*al * Btudsot teaching In the r lament ft rv 
School (.Boston: Houghton WflrTen Co,, l?iorpp* a52^55i7" 
2. C. Glen Hass, Kational Society for the Study of ducstion 
Yearbook LVI. In-Service Sduc^tlon (Chicago: The University 
of Chicago Press, ' 1957f p. it"* 
4 
narcotic®* driver education, or ths> work of th# United Nation® 
m»y be added to the curriculum, and thus require extensive 
teacher-knowledge of the subject, 
There aro constant addition® to our knowledge In all 
field®. $ew and Improved teaching methods are devised, 
greater understanding of child growth and development are 
achieved, better way® of (Staling with individual differences 
among students and greater knowledge of how learning occurs 
are discovered, Xt is the responsibility of the teacher to 
keep up with these changea. 
Margaret Mead discusses professional reading and other 
typ$s of in-service education '’which will permit the teacher 
to keep abreast of a changing world,” She cuyas 
Within the lifetime of ten year elds the world has 
entered a new age* and already before th$y enter the 
sixth grade, the atomic age ha® been followed by the 
age of the hydrogen bos>b, differentiated fro© the 
atonic age in that many of those who failed to under¬ 
stand the dangers of the atom bosb are painfully be¬ 
ginning to take in the significance of the hydrogen 
bomb. Teachers who never beard a radio until they 
were grown up have to cope with children who have 
never known a world without television. Teacher® who 
struggled in their childhood with a buttonhook find it 
difficult to describe a buttonhook to a child bred up 
aaeng slppere, to whom fastnesses are to bo broached 
by sipping the® op^n, rather than fiaabllngly feeling 
for mysterious button®.' 
Meeting clean-oom situations. Along with keeping up with 
society and the Inadequacy of a college education la a third 
reason for reading professional literature - that of meeting 
©any new situation© upon entering a classroom, and coping with 
3* Margaret'head * The School In American Culture (Cambridge, 
Mess* harvard University Press, 1951J • 
5. 
these situations. This typo of problem Is especially 
characteristic of beginning teachers* Schools must h«ve 
professional literature available for these teachers in order 
that th^y may be helped to cope with such problema as class 
discipline, adopting to the needs, Interests and mbllltH*© 
of pupils, keeping record®, and the broader aapart© of 
teaching techniques* Professional libraries c?*n help 
v I 
allovists this situation* 
The three reasons Just discussed are qualifications which 
saust fee «et by a good professional teaching staff* Good 
teachers are essential, and to have a good school program 
there muat be s truly professional staff* This goal cannot 
ba accomplished easily. Each teacher must have enough pride 
In the profession, and desire to do a good Job so he will 
constantly strive to Improve himself and his teaching. One 
of the principal sseans of doing this te through the reading 
of professional literature* 
Thus rseogntfctog the Importance of In-s^rvlcc education, 
and especially that of reading, the author set out to study 
the professional reading habits of teachers, The exact nature 
and procedure of this study will be developed later In this 
chapter sod In Chapter II. 
__ Introduction to the fftudy. To study Internal wei r the 
reading habite of is*chars, the author Halted the study to 
the professional reading by science * teachers who are presently 
teaching In secondary schools In Suffolk County, Long Island, 
hew fork* 
It has boon the observation of this writer that after 
the initial rtshock" of preparing a course outline, many 
6. 
teacher® become lex In their professional improvement. 
The course© they teach do not advance with society. Studenta 
arc denied the host opportunities of learning the newest 
developments? In biology9 chemistry, physics, general science 
end earth science* 
Those teachers who re«eIn Interested In self Irprov^msnt 
and who dee Ire to keep up with the world ©round the® also 
have a problem# Frofeeslonml scientific literature is not 
readily available In department9 school or town libraries, 
Farnsworth* in his unpublished Heeler's thesis* **h Study of 
the Reading habits of Adult®*” found that the amount of 
reeding of adults tested In Utah varied according to the 
4 
accessibility of reading materiel* The Hetlonsl Society 
for the Study of Education ha© found that interact in reading 
i« lose important than the availability of reading material * 
and that dtstance from libraries is one of the primary factors 
5 in th© lack of reading by some adult®. Since there ere no 
large libraries In Suffolk County, the entire rending public 
suffer®, especially science teacher*, who are not supplied 
with professional material by the small, incomplete school 
and local town libraries. 
v- ■-— It is the purpose of this study, than, to analyse reading 
by science teachers in Suffolk County, to determine the most 
important typo® of publications in which science teachers find 
4'T Will is» Farnsworth * rtA Study of the holding Habits of 
Adults” (Unpublished Master's Thesis, University of Utah, 
Salt Lake City, 1925) p. 3*. 
5* Lester Aaholst, Adult Raaainr, national Society for the 
Study of Education, Fifty~#Ifth" Yearbook* Part II (Chicago* 
The University of Chicago Frees, 1955) p* 16* 
7. 
their professional reading material, to determine the 
reasons behind the profeaelonal reading of the teachers 
Involved, to discover roanone for the amount of professional 
reading, and to discover the facilities which science teachers 
In this countv feel should be improved* 
An attempt will be §5&d& to determine whether or not 
th^re is a general feeling of a need to rasd professional 
literature. If the teachers would read more given the 
proper facilities. If they subscribe to any professional 
publications, and to which publications they subscribe. 
This study is being under tak#n so that sny glaring 
Inadequacies In facilities say b© realised, and to motivate 
and stimulate science teachare to do ©ore reading so they 
may afford the best education possible to the children of 
Suffolk County* 
chmi m m 
OBTLXHS OF PROCEEORS 
9. 
chapter u 
outlike or moc&wm 
' Statomant of the problem. This study vae designed for 
the purpose of studying and analysing tha professional reading 
habits of secondary school science teachers In Suffolk County, 
Including analysis with r«sp??ct to location, marital status, 
sex, the number of years touching, the amount of training, 
teaching load, courses the teachare are teaching and other 
careers which many of the tea chare may have had. 
Tha amount of reading, tha Important types of publication©, 
the reasons behind professional reading, and the facilities 
which te&ehart feel need improvement were considered. The 
writer also attempted to determine whether or not there was 
a general feeling of a need to road professional literature* 
If the teachers would read more given the proper facilities, 
If they subscribe to any professional publications, the 
oublicotlons to which they subscribe*, and the reasons why some 
teachers do not road as much as they desire. 
The subjects. All eel©nc^ teachers in Suffolk County 
were included in the study. A list of two hundred forty-two 
names of science teacher© was obtained from the president of 
the Suffolk County Science Teacher*s Assocletion. This list 
Included not only members of the 8.C.S.T.A, but also the 
names of non-member©• Th«* county was divided Into two sections, 
-astern Suffolk and Western Suffolk. Sixty-eight of the 
teacher© wore employed in aetern Suffolk, vblls 174 taught 
10. 
In Western Suffolk. 
the netting. Suffolk County was chosen for th * study 
for several reasons (1) The author felt that since this Is 
one of tfe® «OBt heavily populated counties In York State# 
the number of science tonchars would be sufficient to make a 
study of this typ& meaningful. (2) This county affords a 
contrast between Its two halves - the Western part beInf on# 
of the most rapidly develop tug. areas of the country, while 
the laetsrn end, although developing. Is not keening pace 
with the West. Seventy per cent of the students enrolled in 
public schools In the county live In th© Western part# and 
th© corresponding, percentage of teacher© employed in this 
area have greater advantages In library facilities and 
proximity to Institutes of higher learning and to Hew York 
City. All these factor© my serve to stimulate bettor 
professional reading habit©» and (3) The names of th® sclane© 
t’3achars were available to th© writer* 
Suffolk County Is one of two counties which make up 
tong Island east of !?©w ''"York City. It covers 960 square 
miles, the closest point to Manhattan is approximately 
thirty mile© away# while the furthest point ie about 120 mllee 
distent. In short# it include© all the land on Long Island 
east of H&etiftu County. 
This area was settled ovor throe hundred year® ago 
and he© played an important role in the hi©lory of Hew York 
State and the country. It Is, at present, th# fsstfst 
11 
growing county In How York* perhape even in the United States. 
This growth Is duo to the extending suburbs of Kew York City, 
end Is reflected In the tremendous Increase In ouptl enroll¬ 
ment In public schools. The How York Tl35.cs (February 29* I960) 
published the following statistics depicting thin Increase 
6 
In school registration from 1949-50 to 1958-59. 
m 
TA8UE 1 
Students enrolled In public schools of Hew fork State, 1949-50 
ltt.1956-5&«.....„..... 
county® .a958r-.se... .1.545.-50.. ^Increase 
Suffolk 131.900 41,428 21 & * 6 
Kaaseu 292,120 107,451 172.6 
Eockland 34,058 12,368 95.1 
Monroe 91,425 56.170 62.5 
Hew York City 1,003,884 916,512 9.5 
State total 2.752,459 .1.598.109. ... .3.7,1 
iilattlfisaaft.. counties only 
Most of this Increase has taken place close enough to 
Hew York City so that people are at 111 able to < commit a to 
work. For this reason, the county has two very different 
“faces”, and In inis report they are treated 00 two distinct 
areas, which ap@ referred to as Eastern Suffolk and Western 
Suffolk. Several dividing line© have been proposed by 
various organisations, all of them within five miles of one 
Hew York State Education Bureau of Statistical Service 
Dispatch, The Haw Yogfc Timas. February 29$ I960, p*3. 
another. The author has found it most convenient to draw 
the lino between Stony Brook on the Forth Shore and Blue 
Point on the South Shore. This vas done for two rea©one, (1) 
because expansion has taken place predominately to the west 
of this line, and (2) bocauee all large libraries, colleges 
and other educational facilities, which would t^nd to pro- 
sot# reading, are located thirty alien to the west of this 
^ line. (Sine# reading ha# been found to bo dependent upon the 
distance fro is. libraries, it Is doubtful that anyone would 
take advantage of facilities located more than this distance 
away. 
There ore many facilities in or near Western Suffolk 
which might gtvs teachers in these school eyeteas an advantage 
in availability of reading materials and intellectual etissu- 
;V- 
lotion over the teachers In Eastern Suffolk. Severs! col¬ 
leges have large libraries which are open to anyone interested 
in research, or in doing any kind of reading. C.W. Post 
College Is located In Srookvllle, Hofstrs College is in 
Hempstead, Adelphi College is in Garden City, end a new State 
College ha© been established in Oyster Bay, all in Nassau 
CoutJty. There are also hug** libraries in Hew fork City such 
ae the How York Public Library, and libraries in colleges nod 
unlversitl a Including New York University, C.C. S.Y., St. 
Johns, and Columbia. A division of the Carnegie Institute 
for pesosrob in biology la located in Cold Spring Harbor, at 
which a great deal of biological literature may be obtained. 
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Teachers In Western Suffolk also have the advantage© of the 
hug© museums, squarlusae and planetarium®, which are easily 
reached by most. In addition to these larger facilities, 
©any towns have established their own libraries, 
Eastern Suffolk hse comparatively little to offer hi»?h 
school scleoc* teachers who are Interested in reading 
professional literature, Brookhaven National Laboratory he© 
a technical library, but it is available to v@ry few individuals. 
College® have begun extensions in several Eastern Suffolk 
towns, but libraries have not yet been started. Construction 
has begun on a college for science and smi thews tics teachers 
in Stony Brook, however, a good-sired library cannot be 
expected for savers1 years. In short, science teachers in 
Eastern Suffolk must. settle for the fm reference books and 
professional Journals which &r® available in totally inadequate 
town or school libraries. 
Introduction to the Questionnaire. Since a larg® number 
of contacts had to be made, the writ©r deemed it necessary to 
send questionnaires to the science teachers in Suffolk County. 
A list of all the teachers in the county was obtained from 
the President of the Suffolk County Science Teacher*e As¬ 
sociation. 
A questionnaire u&» sent to each teacher whose name 
appeared on th© list, along with sr* Introductory letter and 
& steeped, self-addressed envelope. See Appendices A and B. 
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The questionnaires wt?re coded to allow for the Bonding 
of a follow-up letter If the returns were not sufficient to 
carry out the objective of this report. The code const©ted 
of a number written lightly in pencil In the lower right 
corner of the reverse side of the second page of the quostion- 
niir«e. A* the completed for®© were returned, this number was 
checked against 0 master list* 
After waiting approximately six weeks, a second letter 
was send to those teachart who did not return the original. 
Another copy of the questionnaire was included with the second 
letter. Fie turns stopped coming in about thr&e weeks after 
the second letter was s**ot. 
The format of the questionnaire was hseod primarily on 
the writer*a Interpretation of the results of other writers 
who ilave studied problem* similar to this. In developing the 
questionnaire, the major purposes of the study were kept In 
mind, and questions which would rive some insight into esch 
problem slrescy mentioned wore included. 
The most ideal method for determining the reading habits 
of science teacher® would be through persons! interviews with 
each individual involved. This wus not possible for the writer 
to accomplish, therefore the Questionnaire shown In the 
appendix was used, and other then the letters of transmittal, 
was the only, contact with the subjects. 
Purpose of the questionnaire. The purpose of the 
questionnaire was six-fold. 
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1* To get an overall picture of the reading of pro¬ 
fessional literature by th© act ana* teachers contacted. 
2. To obtain sos*© personal Information to sorve as a 
basis for comparison*. 
3. To get the general opinion of thorn teacher* as to 
whether rending of this type Is necessary. 
4. To determine the science teacher's react Iona to the 
inadequacy of library and reference facilities in their 
community and the immediate area* 
5. To allow for any comments and/or suggestion© any of 
the teachers wished to make. 
6. To inform the teachers that whoever desired to receive 
a copy of the results of this study could do so by tending 
a postcard to the author. This was done to allow for anonymous 
answers. 
Organisation of the questionnaire. The oueptlonnair# 
eent out to the science teacher®- of Suffolk County consisted 
of two mimeographed sheets. The questions ware divided into 
two sections, the ftret of which dealt with personal information, 
and the second with Information pertinent to reading habits. 
Every effort was made to keep the questions at a minimum# 
and to limit the length of the que&tionns?tr«s. It was felt 
that the shorter the tona received by the teachers* the higher 
the percentage of returns would be. In doing thin# however, 
th® writer was careful to Include everything he felt was 
Important to th© study. 
The for^ also afforded the opportunity to return an 
anonymous questionnaire. Ho question© war® Included which 
would ©ingulurly Identify the responding Individual* It was 
felt that this condition would result In more accurate return©* 
This Idee wee supported by the first letter which accompanied 
the questionnaire a© It stated **t no time will any connection 
be mad* between Individual® and questtonne 1 re®•* 
Several typon of short anewere w&re called for on this 
bl'-nfc Including one-word answer®, checking correct responses, 
and rating number® of article© in order of preference* Two 
question© asked the toucher© for lists, while two other® broke 
down broader question® into more specific areas. 
The teachers were allowed a freedom of choice wherever 
necessary by the addition of an ^other’* category* If they 
fait there were coa»snta needed which w^r® pertinent to the 
study, a space was provided for these. 
The firat section of question® was? Included to serve 
a® a b&ai© for comparison* of different group© found within 
the county* these questions war® devised as g result of 
examination of other questionnaires, and an application of 
the various formats to the problem at hand. The questions 
provided for comparisons on the following baslas 
1. location (Eastern Suffolk, vc. Western Suffolk) 
2. marital statu© (single vs. married) 
3* sox (male vs. female) 
4, number of years teaching (thr©& yoar interval© 
up to twenty-on® years) 
5* highest educational degree (Bachelors! 
Bachelors, working for ffssttrs; testers; I'aster* working for 
Doctorate; Doctorate) 
6. teaching load in hour© per week (five hour 
Intervals up to thirty** five hours) 
7. courses teaching (biology, chemistry, physics, 
general science, other, two of those mentioned, throe of those 
mentioned, four of those mentioned.) 
S« teaching a a ft first career vs. teaching se a 
subsequent c&reer. 
The second section of qu#ations was included to obtain 
factual information. All aspects of professional reading 
were covered, to provide for a complota study. The areas 
covered say sect? by consulting the cony of the question- 
nairo which appears in Appendix A, 
Tr-jst^ent of emestiorra ire- return^^ The anew ere to each 
of the questions in the second part of the questionnaire were 
tabulated separately. The co&oleted forms ws*re classified fey 
the groups into which thsvy were? sorted according to the list 
set up earlier in this report. For example, the question 
dealing with the numbers of hours spent in reading profession?.! 
literature was considered. The first step in tabulating tbio 
information was to sort ell th<e? returns into two pile®, those 
fro® Eastern Suffolk and those frosj Western Suffolk. After 
all the information wee gleaned fro® the completed.blanks 
with respect to location, th&y wore $pain separated into two 
piles - those returned by married persons, and those from 
©ingle persons. This proems© was repeated until all the group© 
w^rc dealt with. Then, the second question of the second part 
was considered, and the- questionnaires were dealt with according 
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to the earn# procedure illuatr*t*d above. 
The number of hour® was Hated according to each 
group, eo they could be further dealt with In analysing the 
data. 
The number of chapters or articles read and the specific 
fields In which the reading, was done could not be Included In 
the compilation of date &e the questions were not completed 
on many quo attonneIres, and where they were answered, the 
estimate had too great a range to be glv*n serious considers!Ion. 
A problem arose in compiling the data fro*? the questlone 
which asked for ratio***. The teachers were coked to mark 
the most Important source or reason with a number one* the 
second most importsot with * number two, and so on. Five 
choices war© listed for the question dueling with types of 
publications, while only four were listed for the questions 
dealing with reasons. An "other*1 category was included In 
each, k re»*valuation of the ratings was mode* necessary 
due to the fact that n^fcall the teachers rated all the poe- 
alto&ltloa* 
In the question dealing with the five- possible source®, 
tb© rating* were ra~ev»lu»tod as follows? one war given five 
points, two was given four, three regained as three, four 
was given two and five wan given one* If a source was net 
rated, it received a scro. If another po**ib0.1ty were added 
and rated, it was included in the re-evaluation, with any 
source receiving * rating of six being re-evaluated as a zero. 
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In the two questions with th« four possible alterna¬ 
tives listed, the removeluatton was mid® as followsi one 
was given four points, two was given three, three waa given 
two, and four was ft Ivon one. In this case, also, tf a reason 
were not rat^d It received a zero, ns did any alternative 
which was r»t«d an a five. If another possibility were added 
to wither of the quaationa, and rated, this vac figured Into 
tho r^ovaluatlon. 
The re-evaluated ratings were put down In a 11et no they 
could be easily dealt with when the data w$a analyzed. 
The two questions which naked for Hats to be supplied 
by the teachara were dealt with by counting the number of 
times #ach member of th® lists appeared. 
Limitations of the study, Ons limiting factor which 
s&ust be kept in mind in reading and evaluating this thoala 
Is that it was necessary to use a questionnaire as the 
method, of obtaining results,’ In spit® of the fact that th# 
J 
questionnalr® was kept short, ^only forty-five oar cent of tho 
teacher® who received the fore, returned It, Thus, in writing 
this report, the author was llslted to a presentation of facta 
concerning but forty-five per cent of the teachars cont&et^d. 
Th# teachers who answered were undoubtedly only those Interested 
In the study, and It may be assumed that If the remaining 
fifty-five per cent of th# forms were returned, the figure# 
stated could b© appreciably different.--" /V"' 
Another limitation should b© fctipt In mind when considering 
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the question dealing with the amount of tia* science teachers 
spend reading profusions! literature# The accuracy with 
which teachers are able to eattaste the number of hours per 
we^k they spend reading mey be highly variable# This report 
must assume that the number of hours may be accurately 
estimated by each reeooedlof teacher# 
Because of these limitations* any conclusions drnwn arc 
based on data representing forty-five par cent of the population. 
They are only valid conclusions about the reading habits of 
forty-five per cent of the secondary school scion©© teachers 
of Suffolk County# 
gaUsauaJLlli sreture# This report take® on added Im¬ 
portance as no references on the subject have been found In 
a review of previous literature* Studios have been m&d© 
on recreational reading of teachers* and on reading in general 
by various groups of lay psopl^, but nothing could be found 
on professional reading by teachers. 
This theait, then, mmy be a pioneer in its field, and 
•©nr* as a starting point sod reference for other Individual© 
Interested in the subject# 
CHAPTER III 
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Overall hosuita. Two hundred forty-two blank© very 
&mt out to science teachers In the county* Of thoao, one 
hundred ten, or forty-five p^r cent, wore returned* A few 
of the ono hundred ten retuma wore not completely filled 
out, so in reporting the results- of some of the questions, 
the number of returns will vary slightly* 
Sixty-alght of the two hundred forty-two oueetlonnalre* 
✓ 
sent to teaChora presently employed In Tsstera Suffolk. 
This represent# twenty-eight par cent of all the question¬ 
naires sent out• One hundred oovaoiy-four, or seventy-two 
per cent, were sent to teach era In Wont err* Suffolk* 
Thtrty-alx of the sixty-eight questionnaires were returned 
frosx vastorn Suffolk. This represents fifty-throe per cent 
of those sent to tho hast and fourteen per cent of all the 
questionnaires sailed out. Seventy four of the original on© 
bund red-s^vsnty-four were returned from Western Suffolk, which 
is equivalent to forty-two pc*r c$nt bf tho an sent to the West, 
and thirty-one par cent of the original total. Table 2 
•uiaarh»6 this Information. 
TABUS 2 
Kutaber and Percentage of Eepllee fros ■.3anten„tffftl„yifihna nfliaatt.. ..  
location no. or returns no. tent out % of those % of 
total 
astern Suffolk 5?" 
Ji Western Suffolk 17*» 
from area  
»JL ... 
Groups with respect to location# Of the on© hundred ten 
completed returns, thirty-six, or thirty-three per cent wor© 
y\ 
from the 'Cast, and seventy-four, or sixty-seven per cent were 
from the West. 
Two hundred twenty-ons of the two hundred forty-tv© 
questionnaires were mrt tc male teachers and twenty-one went 
to female teachers. In other words, mm received ninety-one 
per cent of the questionnaires, while only nine per cent were 
sent to women. 
Groups with respect to sex. One hundred-one of the two 
hundred twenty-one men returned completed questionnaire*. 
This is forty-five per cent of thorn who received them. *Ight 
of the twenty-on© woman, or thirty-eight per cent responded. 
This information is awaaarlsad if Table 3* 
sex 














Groups with reenact to marital status. On© hundred eight 
persons answered the questions pertaining to marital status. 
Eight-five per cent, or ninety-two of the teachers who answered 
ar# married* The remaining sixteen arc single. 
Oroup. with, raaptict to Ic-Qfttte of .Usi. tecchlng. The 
writer analysed the answer© as to groups formed with respect 
25. 
to the number of years the Individuals had boon teaching. 
The teachers wore grouped into classifications of three 
year intervale as ee^n in Table 4. 
fimx l 
Sfussbar and Percentage of Replies with 
Rosaeet to Humber of fears Teaching 
no*....of-,yt ars. .tiftscbing-.. .nopf. r PDl l.ee % of replies 
0-3 PI 25 
4-6 23 21 
7-9 17 16 
10-12 19 18 
13-15 ** 3 
16-18 2 2 
19-21 3 3 
££*£-21-.., 15 ..ii 
Groups with reepect to educational degree. Comparison® 
were also »ade according to the degree which a teacher held, 
and whether he w&a studying toward a higher degree* The cate¬ 
gories used in the comparison, then were Bachelors, Bachelors 
(going on), Masters, Masters (going on) and Doctorate* The 
largest group with which we were dealing was composed of 
teachers with their Master*s degree, and who were not studying 
toward a higher degree. Forty-five of the one hundred-eight 
teachers (42$) answering the pertinent questions fell Into 
this category. Twenty-nine were included in both "going on" 
categories while throe had their Bachelors and two their 
Doctorates. Table 5 summarises the data. 
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TABLS 5 
Number and Percentage of Replies with 
Respect %o ducBtlorisl Deft re* 
d**re.. no* of replies % of replies 
Bachelors 3 i 
Bachelor* (going on) 29 27 
Masters 45 42 
Kasture (going on) 29 27 
Doctorate 2 1 
Groups with rasnect to teaching load* Ko teach era 
answering the Questionnaire had a teaching load of less than 
fifteen hour© or more than thirty-nine hours* Few people 
w#re at the extremes, so five hour Interval© wore set up* 
Tbs Intervals were 15-19 hours, 20-24 hours, 24-29 hours, 
30-34 hours and 35-39 hours. Table 6 shows the grouping of 
replies from the one hundred-six teachers answering this 
question. 
ml 
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Oroups with respect to subject matter* An analysis of 
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th© various aspects of reading was mzde with respect to the 
courses being taught by the t#&cher® who snswerod the 
questionnaire* Fourteen of one-hundred-thre© taught only 
biology, ©Isvon taught only chemistry, one taught only physics 
and thirty-three taught only general science. Thro© others 
taught only on© subject, but different fro® those already 
mentioned. These were treated in the s&sse group, although 
on# taught electricity and two taught earth science. Thirty- 
three te&ch&re taught two of th# sciences, five taught three 
and throe taught four. Percentage© are presented in Table 7. 
ata^as.tX th respect to professional status. Th© last 
basis of comparison was the professional status of teachers* 
These teachers wore placed In three group© - those who have 
not had Jobs before teaching (original tochers), those who 
had other jobs which required a scientific background (new- 
©clone©), and those who had other Job© which did not require 
a ocientiflc background (now-oon-science)• 
TABLE 7 
Jiussber and Percentage of Replies with 
Kesocet to Course© Teaching 
subject t aching — ne* of r»i>li».  *.• of replies 
biology lit 14 
chemistry 11 11 
physic© 1 1 
general ©dene© 53 32 
other \ m# 3 
two 33 32 
thr>j© 5 4 
town 2- „ j  
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Of tbs ono hundred-eight teachers who answered these 
quootiono, seventy-two of the® did not have other jobs before 
teaching, thirteen wars n#w to the teaching profession but 
did not need a science background for their previous work, 
end twenty-three had previous position* which required a 
scientific background. The data are sunderised in Table 8. 
TABLE § 
Number and Percentage of applies with 
Respect to Professions! Status 




new-non science 13 la 
new-sciance 
..4S.-.-.-- n 
SuB*trmry» In sunning up the resuite presented in this 
part of the chapter. It was »$en that mala teachers and the 
teachers of i&steara Suffolk ware the ^ost cooperative in fil¬ 
ling out and returning the questloonaire©. This largest groups 
dealt with were teachers from Western Suffolk Kales, married 
persons, teachers with up to a is years experience, those with 
a Kasterb Degree, those with a teaching load of twenty-five 
to twenty-nine hours per week, general science teachers and 
» 
those teaching two sciences, and teachers who did not hove a 
profession before teaching. 
CHAPTER IV 
NUMBER OF HOURS HEADXHG 
CHAPTER IV 
mmsm or hours rtadxbo 
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0yffra.X1.rusult q . The teachers were asked to give the 
number of hours per week that th^y spend reading professions! 
literature. Th&y were asked for estimates In tholr own field, 
related flslds, and In methods of teaching, a® well os the 
total number of hours. Too ®mny responses gave only the total 
number of hours, and did not answer the pctrt® of the question 
concerning the various fields* Because of this, in reporting 
the result©, only the total number of hour© was considered. 
•*.he ecttijE&twere arranged In a column as they were 
collected from the oueatiorsnaires to facilitate computation. 
^sch group was considered separately was the population 
as a whole. For each group, the average number of hours, the 
range of racoon©©©, the median responge and the response 
occurring most often was determined. In dealing with the median 
and the mode, the response© wora considered to the nearest 
hour. 
fha sversg® time ©pent reeding professional literature 
by all persona who ©newarod the questionnaire was 6.32 hours. 
i.he responding teacher© mentioned throe and four hours most 
often. lech was mentioned seventeen times. The range of 
responses wag between sero and thirty, and the median ©core 
wsb five hour®. Table 9 summarises this information. 
-ff^ct pf location. In comparing the estimates of the 
tegcher© of aetorn Suffolk County and those of vestem 
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Suffolk, with respect to the number of hours* spent In 
reading professional literature# s difference of .86 hours 
was observed# which was tested and found to b*» lnslgnifleant. 
The teachers who reported from Western Suffolk road an average 
Hours 
x,'.xarat«aaatt.«sa: 
hours no. of responses hours no. of responses 
0 1 io 8 
1 1 11 3 
2 13 12 * 
3 IT 13 - 
4 17 14 f 
5 11 15 2 
6 12 17 1 
T 5 20 1 
8 7 21 1 
2 3 22 1 
of 6.61 hour® per week compared with 5*75 hours by teachers 
of western Suffolk. Both areas had the same modlan of five 
hours# while Western Suffolk had ®ode» of three and four 
hours# end the mode of Western Suffolk was three hours. The 
results are summarised In Table 10. 
.. ' ' TABLV. W.. ' ' ' ' 
Humber of Hours of Professions! Heading 
V?l.th Respect to Location 
location ~ number range r ''mean - od lan rode ~ 
'lastern .... .. ’   
Suffolk 36 1.5-12.5 5.T5 5 3 
Western 
SwffoUc 72.c-30. *,*X. 5 3.V 
32. 
Of the teachers answering the questionnaire, those 
who taught lo Western Suffolk did not read significantly ©ore 
than those from 'aetern Suffolk* 
■'.-ffect of sex. The overage eattmate of time for women 
teachers «ae 6.83 hours per we®k, while the mm re«d hut 
6.35 hours per week* The ®edl&r aooree for women were six 
and eight &© compared with five for **n« For tho group of 
women the so&e© wore two end ton, and for sen, three. Table 
11 8utamrlf.es tho Information. 
■■>" 1.™;r,. TABjpji '^'■nl"'"1''1 "if '""n 
Humber of Hours of Profaeetonal Heading 
With Koaoect to Sax 
sex number range tE*.-dlt*n mode* 
male 100 0-30 6.35 5 3 
female 6 2-11 6.83 6*8 2.10 
Effect of marital status. Those tochers who answered 
this questionnaire who were unmarried seemed to spend a little 
more time reading professional literature than those who w$re 
married. Th© averngee for those two groups were 6.3A and 6.60, 
showing a difference of .26 hours, which is Insignificant. 
The median scores ware ©lx for the single teacher© and five 
for the married, hut the mod® showed the opposite results. 
The data arc presented In Table 12. 
?aSim yt ~1 
Humber of Hour© of Professional Heading 
With -.oip.rt to K.rtt.l * t->tuo 
aar EaOIiluE— outtber range mean median mode 
married 91 O-pd ’ 5 S 
ging^- lg 3-15 g,.g-Q .6 3 
33. 
Offset of length of time teaching. The number of 
boure spent reading profesftional literature with respect 
to the number of years teaching te summarised In Table 13* 
TABLE 13 
Number of Hour© of Profee*tonal Heading 
With Hespect to Number of Tears Teaching 
years t caching number ransre mean median mode 
0-3 25 2-17 6.70 6 6 
4-6 23 2-14 5.94 6 2,6 
7-9 17 2.5-U 5.91 5 4 
10-12 19 2-30 6.52 5 3 
13-15 3 4-15.5 8.83 7 4,7,15 
16-18 2 3.5-5 4.15 3.5 3,5 
19-21 3 2.5-12.5 9*00 12 12 
22* 15 1.5-21 5.47 4 2 
Whan considering this data, certain trands may be seen. 
If only the fivo larger groups arc examined, a general de¬ 
crease in th© average amount of tt&* spent in reading from 
6.70 to 5.47 hours per week was observed* The median and 
the mode also decreased as the number of years Increased* 
A sharp drop in the average may be seen after the third 
year; a email difference of *76 of an hour. 
...ffset of educational degree* A trend may also bo seen 
in examining the data presented In Table 14 # Considering 
only the largest three groups, the amount of reading became 
lower as the degree be car,* higher. The average dropped 
fro* 6*50 to 5«?6» the median from six to four and the mode 
fro® cix to throe. The five people who foil Into the extreme 
groups do not rate more than & mention as the groups were eo 
small* Those with s Bachelor‘e Degree ret d an average of 
3*50 hours per week, while the two people teho had their 
Doctorate average 18*5 hours per week. 
TABIX 14 
Humber of Hour® of ?rofee©local Heading with 
Heaped to Educational Degree___ 
educational degree number range mean median mode 
Bachelor 3 a.5-5 3-50 % * 2,3 9 5 
Bachelor (going on) 29 2-15 8.50 6 6 
Master 45 1*5-20 6.12 5 4 
tatter (going on) 28 2-21 5.76 4 3,« 
Doctorate 2 7-50 18.50 7,30 7,30 
effect of teaching load. Table 15 presents the data 
relating the amount of reading and the teaching load. 
It may b© seen that the teachers who taught twenty- . 
four hours or leae per week do mo re professional reading 
than those with a heavier load. The average of the teacher* 
with teaching loads of 1*8© than twenty-four hours was 7.£8 
hours, while thoec with a load of more than twenty-four 
hours averaged but 5*97 hours per week, 
of 1.31 hours a week. 
This is a difference 
TABLE 15 
35 * 
.Kuffiber of Hours of Professional Reading with 
Hoenact to teaching load 
teaching load number rang® mean median rode 
15-19 3 4-15*5 9.83 10 4,10,15 
20-24 30 1.5-30 7.03 5 3 
25-29 47 2-20 5.85 4 4 
30-34 23 2-12 6.11 6 2 
35-39 3 4-8.5 6.83 8 8 
Effect of subject matter. Upon examination of the 
number of hour® the toechar involved in specific subject 
reed prof a-aeional literaturet no trends were observed. 
Table 16 presents the pertinent InformalIon. 
TABLE 16 
Humber of Hour® of Professional Heading 
■subject number range mean median mode 
biology 14 2-30 7.14 4,5 •% y 
chemistry 11 3.5-21 8.99 6 4 
physic© 1 3 V 3.00 3 3 
general eclence 33 2-20 6.21 5 ** 
other % 3-10 6.00 5 5 
two 33 15-17 5*55 5 4 
thr#e 5 2-6 4.10 •« 3,6 
ggHE *5 10-12 11.00 11 11 
Effect of profess tonal fit tu & ... Teacher© who held 
other 3obe before they began teaching, and who needed » 
scientific background for this work, did more reeding than 
those who are new to the profession and did not need a science 
background. Those who have always b«?©n teacher© fell between 
the two extremes* . Table 1? suasariftee the data. 
TABLE 17 
-.-.- 
Number of hours of 




•tatue. number .mms.. moan median mode 
original 71 1.5-30 5.27 4 4 
new-non »cienc«13 3-10 5.85 5 5 
new-ectenc© 23 
..gr.g„ —A86. 7 6 
Su&'mrw. In mx~ Inc up this aspect of the study it 1» 
evident that there wee some degree of influence by sots© factors 
on th© amount of professional reading by science taachare 
answering th© questionnaire* Among those factors wer® location 
©ex, marital statu®, number of years teaching, educational 
degree, teaching load and professional statue. 
The average number of hours teachers spent in reading 
professional literature was €.32. Koat teachers read three 
or four hours a week, and the amount rm&%& between *ero and 




soimcvs of nsADiso mtmut 
37. 
CHAPTER V 
800H0GS or ntkmm material 
Introduction* A second Aspect which was Important to 
consider In this type of analysis was the source of the 
reading material, that is, the type of publication fro® which 
the reading matter came. 
In designing the Question which was Included In the 
questionnaire, five suggestions were made as to the source 
of this material, and an "other* column was Included for any 
other sources which teacher© found helpful in obtaining 
reading material* The five types of sources which wore sug¬ 
gested are the following: 
» 
(1) professional Journals: i.e. Journal of Chemical Education* 
(2) textbooks* l.@, college and high school textbooks. 
(3) periodicals; l.«. Scientific American* gclcnca. 
(A) sasgatlnes? l.e. Life. Look. 
(5) newspapers? i.e. Hew fork Tices 
Compilation of the data received on this Question was 
slightly different froa that of any other question on the- 
questionnaire* The teachera were asked to rank their choices, 
assigning the most Important source number one, the second 
most Important source number two, and no on. These ranks were 
listed on a mast&r sheet, and re*©valuetad* The r«~«m*luatloo 
was nscessary beosueo not sll teachers ranked all the 
possibilities. In re-evslusting the answer®, a one received 
fivo points, a two received four, and so on. If a source woe 
33. 
entered In the "other” category, It w»@ also re-evaluated* 
If thtc was ranked along with fiv^ others, the source 
receiving th* six wa& not counted# 
Oyr.rail results# After the re-^valuatlon, the new 
figures were dealt with. The suae of the re-^valuated figures 
showed that the teachers answering the questionnaire considered 
testbooke and professional Journals as the most Important 
sources of reading material. A re-avalusted cuss of 3^7 or 2A 
per cant of the total wee obtained for textbooks, and It was 
placed as the most important source by thirty-seven of the 
on© hundred-three teachers, or thirty-six per cent. Pro¬ 
fessional Journals received a re-evaluated mm of 353 or 23 
per coot, and was giver? first piece ratings by thirty-eight 
teachers or thirty-seven par cent* The other suggested 
sources received the following re-evaluation sum® and percen¬ 
tages* periodical® (329,22$), magazinea (257,17$) and 
new©papers (205, 13$)* 
the "other" category was used by several teachers. 
Monographs, sourenbooka, revlaw books , pamphlets and material 
brought in by students wero mentioned by ©even teachers. 
Of these, only monographs received a first place vote. Table 
18 includes all the sources used, the ra-cv»lust Ion total© 
and psr cant, the number of ti^ea mch source w a eeotloned, 
th® number of first place votes, and the percentage of 
teachers who chose cn.ch refcrancQ th© most Important. 
Calculations similar to those presented lo ?©bl# 18 were made 
39. 
for each group. Because of the relative Insignificance of 
the last five Items in the table, they will not be discussed 
further in this report* 
TABLE 18 
of Professional Reading Material 
source nuaber re-oval*total re-oval* 1st® £lst 
Professional 
journals 96 353 23 38 37 
textbooks 100 367 24 37 36 
periodicals 59 329 22 13 12 
magazines 53 257 17 9 9 
newspapers 9A 206 13 5 5 
monographs 2 9 .5 1 1 
sourcebooks 
A 
2 8 .5 m - 
review book® 1 3 • mm - 
pamphlets 1 2 - - mm 
student mate rial 1 
.a. mm mm - 
Effect of location • The responding teachers from the 
two ©actions of the county had slightly different ideas of 
which sources wore Dost Ismort&nt* The teachers from ’astern 
Suffolk County considered textbooks as the most Important 
source, with periodicals and professional journals ranked 
as the others which were most often u»$?d* Textbooks ranked 
first, not only in re-evaluated total, but also in the number 
of teachers choosing It as most important* 
Western Suffolk, or* the other hand, rated professional 
Journals as the primary source, text books as the second most 
Important and periodicals third. K*$»£tnee were considered 
fourth, but the percentage hero was ©uch lower than that 
received In Eastern Suffolk. The percentage of newspaper® 
was slightly higher In th® West than in th© Hast. 
Tables 19 and 2C summarise the results frore the two 
areas of the county. 
ns 
TkMIZ 19 
Sources of Professional Heading Material Used by 
*b of Eastern 
source number r^-ev&l total .if rs-oval... first £f in 
Prof. Jour. 30 92 19 9 28 
textbooks 31 115 24 13 39 
periodicals 32 112 23 ? 22 
msgssines 32 9? 20 n s 10 
newspapers 29 65 12 1 1 
others_ 2 7 2_ «* _2- 
TABLE 20 
Eourcoe of Professional Heading Material Used by 
I«£te£s. Lass. Suffolk 
source. number re-eval total firsts £f!rat® 
prof .Jour. 63 261 25 29 41 
textbooks 6S 251 24 24 34 
periodicals 67 S16 21 6 9 
magazines 61 160 15 6 9 
newspapers 65 142 14 4 6 
other 5 16 1 1 1 
n. 
Effect of marital statue. Th« wo at import ant source 
for slnglo a el anew teachers who anavered wss different from 
that of the responding married tmchars* Single teacher® chore 
textbooks by a wide m rglx* over any other source* Partedleala 
were the second most important, also by a wide margin, tcaga- 
ttlnes were third, professions! journals fourth and newapapers 
last* 
The married teachers apparently used prof sslonal journals 
much more often, as they rat ad them as being the most valuar 1® 
source of their reading* These were followed closely by 
textbooks and periodicals, but magesine*, which ranked third 
with the single teachers were fourth, here, and newspapers 
w«re last. It Is Interesting to note, In this group, although 
textbooks and periodicals were close in re-evaluated percentage, 
textbook* received thirty firsts and periodicala only twelve. 
This Indicates that the teachers who uee4 textbooks, used 
them as their &oat Important source, or did not rely heavily 
on thee* Periodicals, on the Other hand, were used as the 
second and third most Important source by sost of the teachers* 
The same situation existed a*t»ong single persons. 
Tables 21 and 22 summarise the data. 
TABLE 21 
Sources of Professional Reading Material 
llBSjd by Slog 1*? Teachers 
source number ro-evsl total % rc-eval. firsts tfS.rete 
prof.Jour. A3 A 42 18 25 
42* 
Table 21 (coni) 
source numb ar re-aval total :Crc*-^val firsts % firsts 
Textbook© 16 68 29 7 44 
periodicals 16 52 22 1 6 
magazines 14 *5 19 4 25 
newspapers 15 22 12 «a» - 
TABLU 22 
Sources of Professional Heading Material 
Used by Carried Teacher® 
source number r &-©*&! total trc-evsl firsts ^firsts 
prof.jour* 85 311 2* 34 40 
textbook® 84 298 23 30 35 
period! cal s83 276 22 12 14 
magaslnea 79 212 17 >/■ 5.5 
newspapers 79 177 14 5 5.5 
Effect of Sex. The types of raferenc®® used by both the 
responding and woman tea eh ere were used to approximately 
the ®a«• extant . Textbooks wers used most by both §rouo®, 
professional journals second, and periodicals third. Women 
isod newspapers a little more than magasine® , while the 
situation was reversed with the men. Although 1 textbooks were 
most Important In each group, a much higher percentage of 
women us@d then as th© primary source. The rs~cvaluation 
par cent for women was twenty-nine percent, end for men wee 
only twenty-four per c«mt. Fifty-seven per cent of the 
female® used textbooks as the primary source, whereas in th® 
Ml® group, textbooks ranked second in first places with 
thirty-five per cent. 
Suooarles a re nrecen tod In Tablet- 23 **nd 24. 
• TABIX 23 
Sources of Profstslonal 
Head by Fwsiale ‘ 
Heading Material 
reachera 
source number r«-evel total Jfr#-*val firsts $ firsts 
prof.,lour. 7 30 24 3 43 
textbooks 8 36 20 4 57 
periodicals 8 23 18 - - 
magazines B 17 14 4* - 
.Biff.WBMUUriB., ® m 22 4» m 
TABLE 2* 
Sources of Professional Reading Material 
Used by Male Teachers 
source number ro-cval total ^ra-ev&l first® ^firsts 
prof, jour 91 323 23 38 37 
textbooks 92 330 24 33 35 
periodical®^ 305 22 13 14 
»agasilnes 8 5 2A0 17 9 9 
ncwan&Dcrs 86 189 14 5. .. . 5 . 
Mt*&% si Ml so Teaching. Ho trend® may be scan ' when 
examining the source of reading v*lth respect to the vuxbrr 
of y©«rs the science teachers had beon teaching. The results 
of each group appear In Tables 25 through 32. 
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l 
TA 31*: 25 
Source® of Professional Heading Material Used by 
Teachors Teaching; 1*3 Yqars, 
source number re-aval total $r3~eval first® jSflrots 
prof.Jour. 20 67 SO 6 25 
textbooks / 23 87 25 10 41 
periodicals 22 74 22 it 12*5 
magazine® 23 6$ 20 5 21.5 
newspapers 20 $5...  12 - 
TfiBLI 26 
Source© of Professional Reading Material 
Teachers Teaching 4-6 Years 
Used by 
^purct.... number re-aval total $r@-oval first® ffirsts 
prof.Jour* 21 84 26 10 43 
textbooks 22 77 24 7 30 
periodicals 20 SO 19 1 5 
magazines 20 53 17 1 5 
newspapers 10 46 14 4 
.XL— 
unit 27 
Sources of Profffiscional Heading Kstertal 
Teachere Teaching 7-9 Years 
Used by 
source number re-eval total 'Zre-eval firsts ^firsts 
prof.Jour* 16 53 22 4 25 
textbook® 15 54 22 8 50 
periodical® 16 56 23 3 19 
magazines 16 44 19 •» «e» 
nmc oao^ra 23 .—22 14 1 * *** 
TA8LT 28 
Sources of Professional Hooding Material Used By 
Teachers Reaching 10-12 Years 
source number re-evol total ■£r$-«val tlr&tfc "ft mt 
prof.Jour. 19 77 27 11 61 
textbooks 18 6a 22 3 17 
periodicals 19 23 2 11 
®agatinea 16 *5 16 2 11 
newaoaoera 18 
.35... 12 . - - 
TAB U 29 
Source© of Professional Reading Material 
teacher# Teaching 13-15 years 
Used By 
source number re~*val total fro-eval firsts SCiretB 
prof.Jour. 3 12 3* 2 100 
textbooks 3 7 20 - «a» 
periodical© £ 6 17 «N» «» 
magstines 1 h 12 - - 
newspapers 3 6 17 - 
T&3L- 30 
Sources of Professional Heading Material 
teachers Teaching 16-18 yosra 
Used By 
source number re-eval total ^re'-eyal firsts if1rat* 
prof.Jour. 2 3 10 - - 
textbooks 2 7 23 1 50 
periodicals 2 a 27 1 50 
magazines 2 8 27 - mm 





Sources Of Professional Heading Material 
Teachers Teaching 19-21 Years 
Used By 
source number re-eval total #re-evsl firsts %t lrst. 
prof.Jour. 2 8 19 - - 
textbooks 3 14 2 67 
periodicals 3 10 24 1 33 
magazines 3 7 17 m 
newspapers 2 7 u 
.i. - - 
TABL& 32 
Sources of Professional Heading Material 
Teachers Teaching 22 Years an 
Used By 
d Over 
Source number r^-eval total >re-evf;l firsts ^firsts 
prof.Jour, 12 45 22 5 42 
textbooks 12 51 25 5 42 
periodicals 13 47 23 1 8 
aagasinee 10 27 13 1 8 
iMiPJtetrs .  12 **A 17 - «» 
Effect of ’ durational Degree. One observation mav be 
mad© wh^n considering the source of reading material and the 
extant of education of the teachers. It can be noted that as 
the educational status ismroved, th© extent to which profes¬ 
sional Journals were used increased. Teachers with Bachelor*r 
Decrees and those .coin# for Rasters considered journals as 
the fourth most Important service, while the teachers above 
these two groups used them as the most Important or second 
most Important source. Tables 33 through 37 show the data 
obtained from the questionnaire© with respect to grouping 
according to the educational dogroe status of the teachers 
tabu; 33 
Sources of Professional Reading Material Used by 
Teachera with a Bachelor*g Decree only 
Source number re-ev&l total fro-oval firsts Sfirsts 
prof.Jour. 1 4 5 15 mm • 
textbooks 2 5 18.5 - • 
periodicals 2 10 37 2 100 
magazines 2 5 18.5 - - 
newspapers 1 . 
 1  11 - m 
TAIL'S 3A 
Source© of Profession©! Reading Material 
TOrtChere with a Bachelor’s Degree 
Going for a Master* 
Used by 
and 
souro«.. number re—aval total fre-eval ft rets fflrsta 
prof*Jour* 15 52 19 5 26 
textbooks 19 71 25 9 47 
periodicals 18 55 20 mm- - 
magazines 19 54 19 2 11 
nowspacers 13 48 17  .  , ...IS 
tabu: 35 
Source© of Professional Heading Material Us«^ by 
Teachers with a Master’s D**roa 
source number re-even! total fra-eval firsts ^firsts 
41 153 
r 
prof.Jour* 25 17 45 
48 
TABLE 35 (eont) 
source number re-oval total ^r^-eval first© ^firsts 
textbook© 29 153 26 15 39 
periodical© 40 132 21 4 11 
masrastlnee 36 105 17 2 5 
nowooa per© M  J2... 11 m • 
TABLE 36 
Source# of Professional Heading Material 
Teacher© with a hosier*0 Bagra© 1 
Ooitiff, for a Doctorate 
Deed by 
and 
source number re-eval total $re-oval firsts gflrst# 
prof.Jour. 28 99 24 9 33 
textbook© 28 91 22 3 30 
periodicals 2? 92 22 4 15 
magazines 26 73 17 4 15 
newspapers 2L. . M 15 . 2  7 
TABLE 37 
Source© of Professional Heading Material 
Teachers with a Doctorate 
Uaed by 
source number ra-eval total tr^-sval first© ^firsts 
prof.Jour. 2 7 41 1 100 
textbook© 2 6 35 «# - 
periodical© 1 2 12 m* 
- 
magaz.in^s - *» •» - - 
newsoaoere 2 2 
—AE - - 
49. 
T:ff*ct of professional status* Teacher# who fc^ld other 
positions before hecoming teachers used different source# 
from teacher# wvo have always been members of the profession. 
The most Important source of the *n«vrt teachers who needed 
a science background for previous jobs was the professional 
Journal, with textbooks, ranked second. 
*K©wM teachers who did not need a science background 
for previous work rated professional journals fifth and 
textbooks first. This group used magazine# and newspaper# 
to a much greater extent than the others, 
’'Original** teacher# fall between these two groups# 
Professional Journals were the third most important source, 
but ranked almost evenly with textbooks and periodicals. 
Kagaslnaa and newspapers also bad an intermediate position. 
Tables 38 through 40 sirmarl.se the findings* 
TABLE 38 
Sources of Frofeostonal Heading Material Used by 
"Original” Teachers 
source number re-aval total ^re-aval firsto . jCfirtii 
prof.Jour. 62 230 22 25 37 
textbooks 65 252 24 23 34 
periodicals 67 241 23 9 14 
raagasloee 61 179 17 8 12 
. 
61 140 M  2 2 
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TABLE 39 
Sources of Professional Reading Material Used by 
Teachers who Reeded a Scientific Background 
for Previous Work 
source number re-aval total Jre-eval firsts ^firsts 
prof.jour# 20 95 31 11 55 
textbooks 20 85 27 7 35 
periodicals 18 53 17 1 5 
sagasInas 16 41 13 mm mm 
newspapers 12  3? 12 1 J5 
TABL* 40 
Sources of Professional Reading Material tl»*d by 
*lf<gww Teachers Who did not Previously Need 
a Scientific Background 
source number re-oval total $yo-ev&! firsts ^firsts 
prof.jour. 10 28 17 m - 
textbooks 11 59 25 5 50 
periodicals 10 35 22 2 20 
magazines 11 31 19 1 10 
B«y.p»H.r« 10 28 ML. 2 20 
Effect of teaching logfi* The copulation returning compl< 
questionnaires and grouped according to teaching load, showed 
a tendency to use textboohs loss as the teaching load increased, 
and to use professional Journals more. The other throe sources 
with which this report Is primarily interested remained rela¬ 
tively stable. 
The data are summarized In Tables *1 through *5* 
TABLE n 
Sources of Professional Heading Material Oe#d by 
Teachers with a Tosohing; Load of 15-19 Hours per -ISSfe 
source number ra-oval total jCre-eval firsts -f ft rate 
prof•jour. 3 18 31 2 67 
textbooks 3 IT 29 1 33 
periodicals 3 10 IT - 4* 
magazines 2 8 13 4* 
1 
44 
newspapers i™ « 10 
TABIX 42 
Sources of Professional Heading Material Used by 
poachers with a Teaching? Load of 20-24 Hours per Week 
source number re-oval total $r#~eval firsts .. if!rota 
prof.Jour* 21 TO 19 8 33 
textbooks 26 97 2T S 33 
periodicals 23 77 21 3 12.5 
t&egiksinea 23 75 21 3 12.5 
new soar? era 22 46 12 2 2 
TABLE 43 
Source© of Professional Beadlog Materiel Used by 
Teachers with a Teaching Load of 25-2?- Hours per Week 
source number ro-evsl totsi fro-eval firsts J-f trots 
prof .Jour. 44 168 24 16 34 
textbooks 45 1T2 24 20 43 
periodicals 46 152 21 5 10 
magazines 42 11T 16 4 9 
newspapers 42 105 15  2 4 
52. 
?A8LS 44 
Sources of Professional Heading Material Used by 
Toachars with a Teaching toad of TO-34 Hours per Keek 
source. number rs-ml kul $fs«eval firsts ^firsts 
prof.Jour. 20 84 27 9 47 
textbooks 18 60 20 4 21 
periodicals 19 75 2* 4 21 
sagasinss 17 *9 16 1 5.5 
newspapers 39 12. 1 JL5 
TASLt 45 
Sources of Professional Beading. Material Used by 
Teachers wit ^ a Teaching, load of 55-40 Hours o*r yegfe. 
source number re-aval total .<re-3v»l. firsts ^firsts 
prof.Jour. 3 12 27 1 33 
textbooks 3 13 29 2 67 
periodicals 3 11 24 «a» - 
aagaaloas 3 5 11 - - 
newsoaoera 4 Ji -. - 
Effect of Subject Kattor. The outstanding characteristic 
of this area Is the extent to which sagasinea and neweoaoere 
are used by the teachers of general scionce. Combinedf these 
two sources Included thirty-eight por cant of the professional 
reading, a far greater percentage than that found In any other 
group. Aside fro& this, no outstanding trends ar® evident. 
Tables 46 through 53 summarise the pertinent information. 
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TABUS A6 
Sources of Professional Heading Material Used by 
 Physics Teachars 
source number rc-ev&l total £rc~aval firsts ^firsts 
prof.Jour. 1 4 27 - - 
textbooks 1 5 33 • 100 
periodicals 1 3 20 mm - 
magazines 1 1 7 - mm 
newspapers n JL 2 1.2 m mm 
TABUS A? 
Sources s of Professional Heading Material 
Chemistry Teachers 
Tj0i$d by 
source number r^-eva1 total Ire-eeal first© ^firsts 
prof.Jour. 11 *5 28 6 55 
textbooks 11 *5 28 5 *5 
period!osIs 11 35 22 4m a* 
»rs gazings 7 16 10 mm • 
newspaper© 10 
. 
12 • - 
TABUS 48 
Sources of Professional Heading' Material 
Biology Teachers 
Used by 
source number ro-eval total 'tro- seal firsts ^firsts 
prof.Jour. 1A 50 25 6 46 
textbooks 13 51 25 5 38 
periodicals 14 43 21 - - 
magazines 12 32 16 2 16 
assoeapers ... 13 26 13 aw - 
54. 
TABLE ho 
Sources of Professional Heading Material Uaed by 
Earth Science and Electricity Teachers 
source. number r*~eval total removal first* J6fIrate 
prof.Jour. 3 12 27 1 53 
textbooke 3 14 31 2 67 
periodicals 3 10 22 - as 
magazines 3 5 11 - - 
newspapers 
--.-i 4  8 «a • 
T*8L~ 50 
Source® of Professional Haafilofr. tfaterlal 
General Science Teachar® 
Used by 
iourca  nusber ra-aval total >renewal first a ^firsts 
prof.Jour. 26 106 22 13 42 
textbook© JO 96 20 7 22 
periodteal© 29 97 20 3 10 
magazines 32 103 21 6 20 
newspapers . „ 20 ?a .. IZ- 2 6 
TABLE 51 
Sources of Professional Reading Material Osed by 
. Teachers* Teaching Twcj^Scl^rc^a _^ 
source number re-evsl total <r&~eva1 firsts ffirsts 
prof.Jour. 33 114 22 6 19 
textbooks 35 129 25 12 39 
periodicals 33 112 22 10 32 
magafinee 31 83 16 1 3 
newspapers 66 
~ .ii... .. 2 ^tttsygjpaaragti. ... T 
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TABLt 52 
Source© of Profec.nioral loading Peterlel Used by 
Teachers Teaching Through Sctencee 
source  number oval total 'Cro-evsl firsts ^firsts 
prof.Jour. 5 19 27 j 60 
textbook® 4 16 26 2 40 
periodical® 5 IS 26 - m 
magazine® 3 ? 10 «» «* 
newanaper® h 8 •«*r «i* • «e 
TABLE 53 
Source® of Professional Reading Material 
Teacher® Teaching Four Science* 
Used by 
source number re- •eval total ^re-eval flrets ^firsts 
prof .Jour. 5 7 16 2 67 
textbooks 3 9 20 
periodicals 3 n 24 *» - 
magazine* 3 10 22 - - 
new sparer® vt 8 18 * 
Summary* The source® of the professional reading material 
of science teacher© varied, possibly due to location, marital 
status, educational decree, professional status, teaching 
load and subject matter. 
Sscb group used one type of literature more than any 
others, but on a whole, the relative Importance of the sources 
wore textbooks a© the most Important, followed by professional 
Journals, periodical®, esagaslnee and neveoapars. Other 
56. 
sources Indicated by toacher® w#re monograph®, review books, 
pamphlets, and article® students brought to class. 
CHAPTER VI 
ANALYSIS OF SUBSCRIPT KH3 
5$. 
CHAPTFB VI 
ASAtTBZS OF 8U*SCRX?TXOt0 
Introduction, Ae hoe been shown in the preceding 
chapter, the three moat important sources of professional 
readIns material were textbooks, professional Journals and 
periodicals, 
1?# sniet as sums that the textbooks were those used by 
the teacher while he wae In college# thoss which ar* in¬ 
cluded in the teacher’s personal library, and those used 
in the presentation of the subject or subjects which the 
teacher is teaching, Theao vers readily available to the 
teacher, and this Is one roe son w' y textbooks were the moat 
important sources of reading material# 
The second and third most Important sources were pro¬ 
fessional Journals and periodical®. Both trust bo acquired 
through subsc'-'lotion or by membership in a profeeslonal 
organisation. Due to this condition, the question was 
asked, "Do you currently subscribe to any professional 
publication©?" The results are germ*to to this study. 
Overall results. One hundred-eight teachers returned 
th* questionnaires adequately answering this question eo 
it could be dealt with in this stud1. Of this number, twenty- 
two, or twenty per cent indicated they did not subscribe to 
any professional publications. Seven indicated they rend 
these publications in the libraries of their schools. 
Since one-fifth of the responding population did not 
subscribe, it was important to determine to which groups 
non-subscribers belonged. 
59* 
: ffoci of location, Eleven of the thirty-six science 
teachers of Eastern Suffolk County did not subscribe to 
professional publications* This raoroaenta thirty-one per 
cant of the population with which we »re dealing* 
Only eleven of seventy-two, or fifteen per cert of the 
teachers currently employed In school oysters of Western 
Suffolk did not subscribe* 
The®® figures Indicate that location ®ay enter into 
the picturef perhaps suggesting authentic Interest In reading 
/ 
In otie area and not In the other* 
Table 5^ summarizes tne^rpaulta,______?_ 
TABLE 54 
Humber of Hon-Subserib© rs with 
.’Respect to location  
location. subscribers non-subscribers $non-subscrib © rr 
! 
Eastern 25 11 31 
Western 61 11 
 . - 15 
Effect of sex* All twenty-two of the non-subscribers 
were men, Of th© one-hundred male teachers who returned 
th© questionnaires, twenty-two did not subscribe* All of 
th© eight women subscribed to on© or more publlcatlone. 
Th© pertinent data are summarised In 
rrgrasastnraArewatagBcsassiagt;^^^ 
Tablo 7BJ3T JUJ£ 
TABLE 55 
Sucbcr of Won-Subsc rlbe re with 
Respect to Sex 
a»5gas^ssra.ffissassarass^^ ;tssrrrrr-^sr ara-asss'aua. 
60. 
TABLT 55 (cant) 
sex_subscribers non-subscribers /non-subscrlb^ra 
male 78 22 22 
female 8 - . 
iff sot of Marital Statue. Ko apparent difference la 
seen when considering the per cent of non-subscribers with 
respect to marital status. Twenty-five per cent of single 
people did not subscribe# and twenty per cent of those who 
are carried did not subscribe. 
The results appear In Table 56. 
TABLK 56 
dumber of Ion-Subscribers with 
hscpcct to ffarltal Status 
marital statue subscribers _ non-subscribers ffpon-Bubaorlberc 
single 12 4 25 
married 
 -ii  18.. . ,.J2.. 
Effect of Length of Time Teaching;. The largest percentage 
of non-subscribers falls in the 0-3 years experience category. 
Seven of eighteen or twenty-eight per cent of theae beginning 
teachers did rot subscribe* The other large groups contained 
smaller percentages of non-eufeaertbers. The percentage 
dropped off rapidly in the ft ret nine yo&re# but fro® the 
tenth year on# the percentage rose again. 
Table 57 contains the pertinent Information.  
TABUS 57 
lumber of Hon-Subscribers with 
Uegpect to lumber of .fears Teaching  
61. 
TABLE 5? (cent) 
yea re teaching subscribers non-subscribers ;»non-suh s cribere 
0-3 18 7 28 
4-6 17 5 23 
7-9 15 2 12 
10-12 15 A 21 
13-15 2 1 33 
16-18 2 «•> - 
19-21 3 - - 
over 21 
.12 .. . *=2 - 20 
Affect of educational degree. The trend here is obvious 
upon observation of the results summarized in Table 58* The 
higher the degree, the lower w#e the percentage of non-sub¬ 
scribers. This tray show varying degrees of interest with 
respect educational degree. 
TABLE 58 
Kuaber of Non-Subserlbore with 
Beepect to Educational Degree 
degree_subscribers •non-subscribers <non-subscribers 
Bachelor 2 1 33 
Be chalort going on) 22 7 24 
Master 35 10 21 
Maetertgoing on) 25 A 1A 
Doctorate 










effect of teach In ft load. Vo at of the -non-subscribers 
fell in the grouo t^aehln^ between twenty-five and twenty-* 
nine hours per week. Fourteen of fifty-one, or twenty-s^von 
oar cent of this group did not subscribe* This was the highest 
percentage of any group. Sea Table 59 for a mm%ry of this 
inforestion. 
ffeet of subject aattor. Half of the non-subscriber# 
taught general science* Thirty-throe per cent of the general 
science teachers did not subscribe to professional publica¬ 
tions, probably duo to the fact that they used aagaaines and 
newspapers Quire extensively. Tho&© teaching biology, 
chemistry and physics only, when taken an a group, have a 
r&latlvely low {11 ) percentage of non-subscribers* table 
BU»««. i. 4. * XT «? Wli JL 52 up # 
Humber of 
r?*wg. i e c t 
TA8LT 59 
Hon-8ubsertb*ra with 
to Teaching Lo»d 
teaching load subscribers non-subscribers ^non-subscribers 
13-19 3 «■* - 
20-24 25 4 14 
23-29 37 14 27 
30-3* 19 3 14 
25=22- ... 1 .22. 
63. 
TABLE 60 
Humber of $on~9ub*crlbera with 
ftcST?®Cl to Bub.1 CCtS 
subject subscribers non-aubscrlb^re Tnon-subscriber© 
biology / 11 3 21 
chemistry 11 4# 
physic* 1 m «** 
general science 22 11 33 4* 
other 2 1 33 
two 33 5 13 
three 3 2 40 
IS&E .3......... MS' 
Effect of professional statu*. When teacher® were 
groups according to their professional status* only one 
group deviated from the rest. Those teachers who wap<s new 
to the profession end who had previously tad positions 
requiring a science background deviated from the rest in 
that only nine per cent did. not subscribe. Cospared to the 
twenty-four par cent of the "original* teachers end the 
twenty-three par cent of the "new*1 teacher* whose previous 
experience did not reculre * scientific backgrounds this 
l* probably the result of a greater general interest In 
science publication*. 
Table 61 presents this information. 
64. 
T A SI 'S 61 
Number of Hon-Sub8crib®r© with 
Hesooct to *»fofgms tonal gtatus 
statue . .eubacrlbere non-subscribers %non-subscribers 
original 51 14 24 
new-sclenc© 21 2 9 
aow-non-ecl^ce-10- ** 
.. 
 22 .... 
Summary. In summarizing th® result© of this question, 
It can be seen that twenty-two of one hundred-eight or ap¬ 
proximately twenty per cent of the science teachers of Suffolk 
Countyi who have returned questionnaire®, did not subscribe 
to professional publications. 
The characteristics which see® to bo Important In 
datum icing whether or not a teacher subscribed are locationf 
eex, number of years teaching, dogre© statue and the pro¬ 
fessional status of the teachers. 
Most popular subscript Ions. In the preceding paragraph® 
It wae seen that twenty per cent of the responding population 
did not subscribe to professional publications. 
The teachers who Indicated they did subscribe were 
asked to list these publication**. Only five blanks were 
provided for this list, so only four teachers who indicated 
elsewhere that they subscribed to asor© than five publications 
wore considered in the highest group. Teachers who indicated 
they subscribed to five periodicals and journals may very 
65 
w© 11 have been Included to the top group If more blanks were 
provided on the questionnaire. 
the groups and the number of too chore subscribing to 
different number© of publication® arc indicated In Table 62. 
the highest number of ©uhscripttona by one person was 
thirteen* but mor# teachers subscribed to two publications 
than any other number. 
Seventy different publications wore mentioned and 269 
subscriptions wer® Indicated by the eighty-six toucher® who 
subscribed, this averages out to ©lightly more than thro® 
publications oar subscribing ©clone® teacher. 
thMS 62 
Nmb&r of Subscription© 
by Selene© Teachers 






SSS£ 5 ..... . * 
It may be assumed that the publicationa subscribed to 
by moot science teachers were the one© considered most Im¬ 
portant for the reasons discussed later In thie report• 
Table 63 say serve on a guide for teachers who want to decide 
to which publications they should subscribe* as It reflects 
the Intoreate of otht?r ©clone® teachers. 
66. 
When choosing a publication# it would do wall to consider 
this list as thee® periodical® and professional journals wore 
probably raised without much thought whan the questionoalroe 
wore completed# Therefore# the publications which are In¬ 
cluded hersa are probably those uaod most often by science 
teachers, and are considered most lcportfiat by teachers with 
experience. 
TABU 63 
Most Cocoon Publications Subscribed 






Scientific American 50 58 
K. .A. Journal IS 21 
SJ« State Teacher 18 21 
Science Howelottor 1? 20 
The Science Teacher 14 16 
R.Y.3. Selene® Teacher 13 15 
Journal of Chemical Education 11 13 
Science World 10 12 
Science 10 12 
S.Y.t• Education Journal 8 9 
national Qeosrmohlc 8 9 
Science Digoat 7 8 
Current Science and Aviation 7 8 
Rat1! Society of Biology Teachers 
Bull. 6 




TABLE 63 (cent) 
no. of 
publication sub ©crlr >tlona 
% of aubicriblng 
teachers 
Chemistry and Engineering flews 5 5 
Am. Inst, of Biol. tel. Bull. 5 5 
Chemistry 5 5 
Popular Science A 4 
American Biology Teacher 3 3 
Katural History 2 2 
Journal of Bacteriology 2 2 
8atur$ 2 2 
&fcy and Telescope 2 2 
H.YiS* Mathematics Teacher 2 2 
Science Education 2 2 
Turtox Biology Journal 2 2 
5L2SME8-. i~   .1 
The numbers and percentages presented here probably 
*» •» > 
Indicate minimum bocaua# of the little thought put Into 
answering a questionnaire of the type confronted by the 
teachers In this study. Hany subscriptlone were probably 
forgotten. 
CHAPTER VII 
8EA30R# B'-'HIKB RgMHM 
V 
CHima vii 
rsasokb wmm nthtnm 
Introduction# Another important sapect to consider is 
the reason behind the professional rending of science t«?®eh&ra* 
In other words, why do online*? teacher® read professional 
material'? 
Four surjections wore Included in the questionnaire 
and an wother** category was Included for any reasons proposed 
by teachers other than those presented# The four reasons 
which war® suggested era the following: 
(1) Class preparation for courses which the teacher 
la teaching 
(2) Hesearch problems in which the teacher is Interested 
(3) General intellectual curiosity 
(A) Course© in which the teacher is enrolled 
The ratings reemeeted by the questionnaire were re¬ 
evaluated according to procedures previous!/ described In 
this report* 
Aft«*r the re-evaluation, the sums of the figures showed 
that teachers regarded class preparation and intellectual 
curiosity as equally important reasons for their professional 
reading* The third moat important reason was duo to reaeerch 
in which the teachers were involved, and the fourth was duo 
to courses in which the teachers wore enrolled* Two teachers 
mentioned the reason behind their reading was to keep up 
with the chan^lnpr world. 
.yr' *4* 
Overall results* A summary of the ©vorall results 




Offset of location. Thera was vsry little difference 
| 
between the reasons for reading professional literature In 
Eastern Suffolk, and thoBo in Western Suffolk. Claa® pre¬ 
paration and intellectual curiosity ware slightly more im¬ 
portant In the East than in the Went, while research and 
courses in which the teachers were onrollad were slightly 
i • • 
more important in the Western end. 
Tables 65 end 66 present the relative data. 
» 
TABLE 64 
Overall S.».oo» 3*>h!r>fi ftmdlwt 
reasons number rs-eval total ^ro-evsl firsts .^firsts 
class prop. 98 315 36 39 40.5 
research 72 162 18.5 10 10 
courses tih 79 9.5 1 1 
in t,curlojBlt2 56. 318 JS« . 47 - 48.5 
TABLE 63 
Hoaaona Behind Heading of 
Teachers of Eastera Suffolk 
reason® number re-oval total ^ro-eval firsts ^firsts 
class pr&p. 34 113 38.5 15 44 
research 20 46 16 2 6 
courses 11 16 7 - - 
ini.curiosity 32 ._ 
..MS-rvr- .38.5 . . 
71. 
TABU. 66 
reasons Behind Reading of 
?cach<rg of Western Suffolk 
reaDond_number removal total ''re-evel flrets ^firsts 
class prep* 64 202 ac 24 38 
research 52 116 20 8 12 
courses XX *SJ> 61 10 1 2 
63 205 22 . 22 48 
Effect of Marita 1 Statue* Here, too. tl here was little 
to choose from between the groups* The greatest difference 
vs® only three per cant In the re~evaluation totals » the 
married teachers considering class preparation sore important 
than the singlet and the ©in»?l© considering research more 
Important than the married* 
Ttiis material is presented in Ttbl** 67 a fid 68 • 
TABLE 67 
Reasons Behind Reading of 
Single Teachers 
reasons numb&r re-nee1 total £re-oval firsts ^firsts 
class pr^p. 15 3B 33 4 31 
research 9 24 21 2 15 
course© 5 11 10 1 8 
Int.curlositr 
-i^= 41 36 . 6  46 
72. 
TASLI 68 
Reasons Behind Reading of 
Carried Teachers 
reasons .. . number rs-eyal total ,£r«-evftl first© J'flrcta 
class prep. 85 277 26 25 42 
research 63 138 18 8 10 
courses 39 68 10 m m 
lot.curios1 tv 
.82,. - 277 41 48 
Offset of Fesialc tea char* considered clue© ore- 
j 
paration as the most Important rmson for reading, while 
* •' i 
males believed intellectual curiosity was the most important. 
Thers ms a $reat difference bctwwn the rs-evaluated par- 
centa&ss of clacjft preparation; female© considering it much 
score important than miss* The $«n» on the other hand, road 
more due to research in which they were Involved. 
&e© Table© 69 and 70 for this data. 
TABLE 69 
Reason# Behind Beading of 
2=a^ Fftfaals Teachers  
reasons_number tSCSSMX total fra-evai firsts firsts 
class prep. 6 22 *5 4 66 
research 3 7 14 1 17 
oupb^b 1 3 6 - - 
lnt.curiosity 6 JI 25 i ii 
73. 
TASLI ?0 
Reasons Behind Reading of 
Teachers 
reasons_number rfl»*val total_1 firsts ^firsts 
class prep. 92 293 35 35 38 
rseesrch ,- 59 155 19 9 11 
oouravs 43 75 9 1 1 
Effect of length of tiRo teaching• 7h& group wb1oh 
■ -S f ■' 
differed most with respect to the nusber of ye®re teaching 
Included those teachers who bad been teaching between one 
and thr## years. The teacher® In this group rmS lees due 
to Intellectual curiosity than all other group® large enough 
to bo considered* they also read more than any other group 
due to courses In which they were enrolled* ?b*s* teachers 
and the teachers who had been asefsbers of the pro foes ton for 
more than twenty-on© yen re did the saoct reading because of 
research. All group©, however, strongly indicated that the 
primary reasons for reading were class preparation and 
intellectual curiosity. So trends can be seen other than 
those already mentioned. Tables 71 through 78 present the 
statistic*. 
Effect of educational degree. Several trend© tray be 
seen when considering the degrees held by the responding 
teachore. 
The teachers who ware working for their Doctorates and 
those who had their Doctorates considered research to be much 
more* Important than any of Vie othrsr groups. 
The two group© working toward higher degrees considered 
reading for course® to be ®ore Important than did the other 




Behind Professional Reading 
each©re Teaching 1-3 Years 
Of 
reasons number rc-evaX total $re~eval firsts fflrsts 
class prep . 24 76 34 10 42 
research 21 46 21 2 8 
courses 15 3X 14 1 4 
lot.curiosity 22 69 
 j&.  11 46 
table 72 
Res son s 
7 
Behind Professional Heading 
mchore Teaching A-g Years 
of 
reasons.. number re-eval total 5&r©-eval firate ^firsts 
class prep 
. 19 59 34 6 32 
research 14 32 18 3 16 
courses 10 18 11 4» - 
Ist.curtosltx !£. 
.§5 ... SL- 10 
 5?  
four choices, however. 
The three larger groups all considered class preparation 
and intellectual curiosity to be of equal importance. 
Table© 79 through 83 sumxariaed the pertinent data. 
75. 
TABLE 73 
Reasons Behind Professional Reading of 
Teachars Teaching 7-9 Years 
/ 
re&eons .. . number r«s-©val total rCre-eysl firsts 
class prep . 17 55 38 8 47 
research 11 26 18 2 12 
courses 6 10 7 - «•» 
Int.curiosity 16 
- 5*.  a. 7 41 
TABLE 7* 
Reasons Behind Professional Reeding of 
Teachers Teaching 10-12 Tears 
reasons number ro-eval total ^•re-oval firsts ^firsts 
cl®so prop . 17 56 37 7 41 
research 11 25 16 1 6 
courses 6 7 6 mm m 
int.curiosity 18 52..,.. .... .  . —2.... - s,.. 
T&3L! 75 
Hensons Behind Professional Reading 
Teachers Teaching 13-15 Tears 
Of 
reasons suib@r r-'-evel total j're-eval f1 rate iff 1 rata 
class prop 
. 3 9 35 1 33 
research 2 3 11*5 as mm 
courses 1 3 n.5 «■* - 
int.curiosity 3 11 42 ' 2 . 67 . 
76. 
TABl'V 76 
Reasons Behind Professional Reading 
Teacher® Teaching 16-18 Years 
of 
MsMn» ... number re-eve1 total iro-eval firsts ifIrate 





reeo&rch ' 2 5 25 a* - 
course© 2 2 10 - - 
lot.curiosity 2 £ - £5 - - 
TASX& ?7 
Reason* Behind Professional Reeding 
Teacher* Teaching 19-21 Tears 
of 
reasons number re-aval total £re-ovsl ftrpts iflrata 
ele.es prep . 2 * 37.5 m» eat 
research 1 2 12.5 m am 
course* «M> «m m» •m - 
tnt .curiosity 2 8 50 2 100 
TABLS 78 
Reacon* Behind Professional Heading of 
Teacher© Teaching Over 21 Years 
reasons number re-eval total ^rc-eval firsts iflrat* 
class pr$p . 14 *6 37 5 42 
research 10 2A 20 2 16 
courses 4 9 7 - - 
Int♦curiosity 1A AA 36 JL. 42 
77. 
7A8L3 79 
Reason® Behind Profe®atonal Beading of 
Teachers Holding a Bachelor*® Decree Only 
roa.Bor.G . number ra-aval total ;£re-eval firsts.. 'firsts 
class prep 3 8 31 ft® - 
research 5 5 19 - 
courses 1 1 h • - 
lrit .curiosity 5.... 




Behind Professional Reading, of 
Bolding a Bachelor’s Degree and 
Qoink for © Master® 
reasons nunb&r rc-eval total ■Cre-eval firsts ■ “firsts 
class prep . 30 100 36 15 50 
research 24 46 17 1 3 
courses 19 36 13 - w* 
lal * £yxi2£i t v ..IS,.,.. 
 £5  3* 14 n 
TASLS 01 
Bessons Behind Profetslonftl 
Teachers Holding a faster 
Raading of 
_ 
reasons. number ra-ftv&l total <re~eval firsts . ^firsts 




123 38 15 
/ * 
*0 
research 23 52 16 3 7 
courses 9 18 6 1 3 
lot.curiosity 38 122.... 40 .12 -.50.. 
78. 
TABLE 82 
Raaaona Behind Hrofeantonal Heading of 
Teachers Holding a fastera but 
Going for a Doctorate 
reasons number re-* evs 1 total £re-eval firsts ^firsts 
class prep. 25 7? 33 8 55 
research 22 56 24 5 22 
courses 15 25 11 - - 
int.curiosity 24 
 *«. SL....  10 
TA3LK S3 
Reasona Behind Professional Rending of 
Teachore Holding a Doctorate 
reasons number ro-eval total :tre-eval firsts ^firsts 
class pr#p. 2 7 44 1 50 
rea&arch 1 4 25 1 50 
courses IMP - - - 
lnt.curtosi tx 2 
 .JZ- .  21 - MM 
Effect of Teaching Load. As ' the teaehlug ■ load i decreased 
the reading due to Intellectual curiosity increased. This Is 
one general observation which could be obtained from the data. 
A second Is that an the teaching load decreasedt the 
amount of reading due to research al o decreased. Other 
Information le presented In Tables 84 through 88. 
79. 
TA BIX 84 
Be&aons Behind Profeeolonal Reeding of 
Teachars Tetcblo* 15-19 Hours p«r Week 
reason© number re-ev&I total £r«»•*•! firsts &f Irate 
Class nrep o ♦ •*■»> 6 32 - - 
research , 2 4 21 ** •» 
courses 1 1 5 - - 
tut.curiosity 2 S 42 2 100 
TA SI.E 85 
Reasons 1 
Teachers 
Behind Professional Reading of 
Teaching 20-24 Hours por Week 
reasons number re-eval total iCre-eval firsts ffirsta 
class prop . 30 96 36 11 38 
research 21 43 16 2 7 
courses 14 26 11 - - 
lot.curiosity 29 
 .J22  21 16 -.55- 
TA3L1 86 
Reasons Behind .Professional Heeding of 
Teachers Teaching 25-29 Hours nor Week 
reasons number ro-eval total £re-evel firsts Irate 
class prap . 42 136 37 17 40 
ress&reh 29 64 17 5 13 
coursea 18 37 10 1 2 
lot. curiosity 41 134 36 
iM. .4 19 < iM .n>«M **>• . 45 
TABL5 87 
80. 
Hassons Behind Professional Heeding of 
Teachers Teaching 30-34 Bqurs per Vccfc 
reasons....... Qurcbar.. re-oval total ^re-eval firsts ^firsts 
class prep. 20 65 9 *7 
research 17 45 2* 2 11 
courses 8 11 7 ** a» 
lot.curiosity 20 
.  ja 35 a *2 
watt 68 
Reasons Behind Professional Heading of 
Taac'l'-trs. Teaching .35-55 Hours ocr 
reasons number r#-#val total $rc-ev*l firsts ^firsts 
class prep. 3 10 33 2 «7 
research 3 7 23 1 33 
courses 3 5 17 4M • 
i*51 .curloci 8 2? 4* «a 
Effect of Subject Matter. Nothing elgoIfleant to this 
study appeared from the results of the reasons vtifc respect 
to courses the teachers were tesehlr^. Fo Important dif¬ 
ferences existed fro® one subject to another. The statistics 
are presented in Tables 89 through 96* 
81 
tabu: 89 
Heatons Behind Professions! Raiding of 
3ereral Science Teachare 
ressono number re-eval total frtv-eval firsts "'firsts 
class prsp 
. 51 101 56 15 50 
research / 25 5? 20 3 10 
course® 16 33 12 1 •% *> 
Ini.curloe tty 28 88 32 „ u 
TABUS 90 
Honeone Behind Professional Reading 
Chemistre Teachers 
[ of 
raa©one number re-aval total firsts % firsts 
class prep . 10 32 56 3 33 
research *7 • 15 1? 1 18 
courage 4 7 8 mm mm 
lot.curiosity 10 
. -21 . . 3B 5 5£ 
TABLE SI 
Reasons Behind Professional Reading of 
Biology Teacher© 
reason* number ro-av&l total £r**»cval firsts ^firsts 
class prap • 13 41 3^ 4 31 
r ft search 11 25 20 2 15 




. .1 .5* 
TA3LT 92 
Reasons Behind Professional Heading of 
Physics Teachers  
reasons number re-eve1 total fre-evel firsts /.first# 
class prep . 1 h AA 1 100 
research 1 2 23 - «* 
courses 
- - - 
mm mm 
Int.curiosity 1 
.  JL  ~ m 
TABLE 93 
Reagone Behind Professional Beading of 
Earth Science and Electricity Teacher© 
reasons qwftbtr re~^v»l total ^re-ev&l firsta flret# 
claes prep • 3 10 37 2 57 
r<* search 2 5 19 1 33 
courses 2 6 22 - mm 




Behind Professions! Reading 
nere Teaching: Two Sciences * 
■ of 
reasons number re-aval total ^re-eve1 firsts ^firsts 
class prop • 32 99 3 6 9 28 
reao&reh 21 AS 17 2 6 
courses 13 21 7 mm m 
lot,curiosity.32 . 113  i 40 21 66 
S3 
TkWLZ 95 
He*sons Behind Professional Heading 
Teachers Teaching Throe Sciences 
of 
reasons number re-©vsl total Fre-eval firsts ffirsts 
class prep • 5 18 43 4 80 
research 3 8 19 1 20 
courses 1 1 2 • - 
int.curlo8lti_2_ - «a» 
TABLE 96 
Reasons Behind Professional Reading 
Teacher® Teaching Four Sciences 
of 
reasona number re-evsl total ^re-oval firsts jCfl rats 
clans prep * 3 10 37 1 33 
research 2 3 11 «» • 
courses 2 3 11 - - 
Int.curiosity J£ 11 41 2 - SL  
V 
Sffgct. of .Professional St.ntpg. Th© group which deviated 
from the overall picture the moat was that of "new" teachers 
who scientific backgrounds for previous employment* 
The difference here wa© that the largest percentage of reading 
was done due to courses in which the teachers were enrolled. 
wHew* teachera who did not need a scientific background 
for previous employment differed fro* the other groups In 
that more reading was due to class preparation. 
The resulte aro presented in Table® S'T* $:8 and 99* 
TABLT, 9? 
Heftcons Behind Reading of 
^original* Teachers 
reasons  ... number. re-eye1 total $r®~eval firsts ^firsts 
class prop* 65 212 36 28 44 
research ' / 49 111 19 6 0 
courses 30 50 9 ee - 
int.curiosity 64 214 36 30 .A? . 
TABLt 58 
Reasons Behind Reading of "Re*?” feechere 
Who Prevtoualv Heeded, a Scientific Background 
reasons number re-eval total <r«-eirel first© ^firsts 
class prop* 20 60 34 5 29 
research 1* 34 19 4 20 
course* 9 20 11 1 5 
mt. curiosity ao 
... -.. 36. 10 50 
TA BLR 99 
Hensons Behind Reading of "Kew** 
Teachers Who Did Hot Previously Heed 
a Scientific Background 
reasons nusnbor re-ev&l total #re-eval firsts .^firsts 
class prep. 13 A3 39 6 50 
research 9 18 16 - - 
courses 5 10 8 - - 
lot,, curiosity 12 41 21 6 - 50. 
65. 
Summary. The reasons science teachers chosn as the 
most important ware class preparation for courses they were 
teaching and general intellectual curiosity. Research prob¬ 
lem® were considered ss the third moist important reason; 
while reading due to course® in which the teachers wore 
enrolled was fourth. 
In none of the group® was there a change In the order 
of these reasons, with the exception of reversals of the 
first two reasons* which were generally considered to be of 
equal importance. 
Only slight variation® occurred due to location, marital 
status, sex, number of '/ear® teaching, educational degree, 
teaching load and professional statue. 
vm 





why mumm is hot as much as mutm 
Introduction. Thus far we have considered the time 
spent reading, the sources of th® material, subscriptions 
to publications;i and the reasons behind professional reading. 
Another fruitful area to develop Is why the amount of 
professional reading is not, If It la not, as much as Is 
often desired by the teachers themselves. This question 
was Included In the questionnaire with four suggested al¬ 
ternatives end an "other” category• The four suggestions 
Included were the followings 
(1) Lack of tine duo to classroom activities 
(2) Leek of knowledge of source areas 
(3) Lack of facilities 
(4) Lack of interest 
The ratings asked for were again treated in the same 
manner as in previous questtons* 
Overall results. All Indications clearly point out 
that time due to classroom activities was the most important 
reason why reading was not n® much as desired by teachers 
answering the questionnaires. The second moat important 
reason was a general lack of facilities, and the third was 
because of an inadequate knowledge of source areas# Interest 
ranked low ae a reaeon. By using the "other” category, the 
responding teachers placed a lack of ti^e due to activities 
outside of the classroom ahead of lack of Interest. The 
88. 
outside activities included time in general, clerical duties, 
other Jobe and family responsibilities. Four teachers also 
wentlon^d money ae a reason why their readings wore not ee 
much as desired. 
The overall results appear In Tabic 100. 
TABUZ 100 
Reasons Why the Professional Heading 
Teachers' is not as Fucfc as Desired 
of 
reasons* number re-eval total •fre-cvel firsts %ti rets 
time 
. 97 368 5? 79 79 
knowledge 34 7? 11 3 3 
facilities 60 164 23 5 5 
Interest 16 19 3 - - 
outside tics® 18 65 9 12 12 
money 4 12 2 1 1 
* lack of 
Reasons with respoct to location. No apparent differences 
existed between the feelings of tbs teachers of Eastern 
Suffolk and those of Western Suffolk. This refutes the Idea 
that hoe&uea of proximity to the educational fee11itlac of 
i 
Kasaau County and New York City, the teachers from the Vest 
would read more than those from the hast. It wse observed 
that they do read slightly ©ore, but the sans percentage 
felt there was a lack of facilities throughout thoir particular 
area. Since facilities ranked second In both arson, It Is 
safe to assume that the teachers felt there vae a lack of 
facilities in both halves of the county, not only in the 
Vest* 
Tables 101 and 102 present data fro© both areas of the 
county * For the sake of convenience, the lack of tlisc »ae 
considered as time Itself, rather than breaking it down into 
the lack of time due to classroom activities, and lack of 
time due to outside reasons* 
TA8LS 101 
Reasons Why the Professional Heading of Teachers in 
.ftasterffi Soffoist la rot as Much as Desired 
reasons nur’bar ra-aval total £re-e?al firsts ret* 
time 34 130 53 2a 82 
knowledge 12 30 13 2 6 
facilities 19 54 23 2 5 
interest 7 9 4 - *» 
outside time 2 6 2 1 3 
money 1 3 1 - *» 
family 1 3 1 - - 
clerical duties 1 4 2 1 5 
TABU* 102 
Reasons Why the Professional Rending of Teachers In 








ttBi@ 63 238 50 51 77 
knowledge 22 4? 10 % 2 
facilities 41 110 23 3 3 
intarget 9 10 a ** me am 
outcide time 7 26 5 10 
money 3 9 3 1 2 
family 3 11 3 2 3 
clerical duties 1 3 mm - - 
other .lobe 2~ 12 3 .. 2 ..... 3: 
Hensons with reenact to marital e t •’Situ ©. The married 
teacher® who ©neverod the question fait there W5C & g mater 
l&ck of time than the single teachers. The unmarried * how** 
ever, felt the lack of facilities waa aligbil y more detrl- 
mental then the single teachers considered It. * 
See Table© 103 and 104 for the pertinent Information. 
TABLE 103 
Hensons Vhy the Professional heading of 
Single Teachers Is rot as Much as Desired 
reasons number removal total $re~eval firsts ^firsts 
time 13 51 51 12 92 
knowledge 6 14 14 mm «a 
facilities 10 - 28 28 1 8 
Interest 2  z - - 
91. 
TABLE 104 
Heftdone Why the Profanclonal Heading of 
,rrlod| Teachera && ^uch ag^erlr^d 
reasons . number .OKirnl total Ire-eval first© ^firsts 
time 84 300 59 67 90 
knowledge 28 85 IT 3 4 
facilities 50 116 23 4 6 
Interest 10 1 - m 
Hoagone with r&sooct. to aex« Women science teachers 
felt there was a greater lack of time than the men* while 
lack of Interest end lack of knowledge of source arose rated 
higher with sen than with woseeru 
All the statistics appear In Table© 105 and 106* 
TABLS 105 
Reason© Why the Professional Reading of 
Female Teacher® Is not aa Kuch aa Baalrod 
reasons number re-sval total >re-eval firsts £flret» 
time 6 21 66 4 80 
knowledge 1 1 3 - m* 
facilities 3 10 31 1 20 
Interest ee » m • - 
TABLS 106 
Reasons Why the Professional Reading of 
Wale Teacher® Is not as Kuch as Dealred 
reasons .... nuwbar ra-avsl total #re»eva1 firsts Jfflrsta 
time 91 340 53 75 91 
knowledge 33 TO 11 3 4 
92 
reason® number r-3-eval total ^re-oval firntB '?f Irate 
facilities 5? 190 31 4 5 
Interest 16 
.T*!—~.. - ©* 
Hassons with respect to length of teaching,• Teachers 
who had b$en teaching .more than ten year* found n gr^stor 
lack of time than the rest. A genera1 trend to be 
the longer the teacher bed been teaching, the greater the 
lack of time* Ho other general trsnda may be aeen uoon 
examination of Tables 107 through 114. 
TABLE 107 
Reason® Why Teacher© Teaching 1-3 "Tear® do 
not Read as 8uch ae DorTrod 
r©&&one_number re-oval total gre-syal. fIrate ^firsts 
time 24 88 5* 17 85 
knowledge 10 24 15 1 5 






Reason® Why Teacher© Teaching 4-6 Tears do 
not Head so **uck»a* Tic aired 
reasons 
 nuabor r<s-»**l total .. ire-oval . f1 rets Cfirsts 
time 20 77 58 17 94 
knowledge 7 14 11 • m 
facilities 14 39 30 I 6 
interest 2 2 
 1 • m 
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tabu: 109 
Reasons Why Teacher® Teaching? 7-9 Twr? do 
not Read a© Much a© Desired 
reasons number re-eval total £re~eva1 first© fflrcts 
time XT 63 62 13 87 
knowledge 7 16 16 1 6.5 
facllitise 10 24 23 1 6.5 
Interest 
i 




Teacher© Teaching 10-12 
Road ac Much as Desired 
Yesre do 
reasons number r**-<sval total fre-eval first© /'firsts 
tin# 17 67 64 16 $A 
knowledge 4 a 7 - - 
facilities 9 27 25 1 6 
intar&at 4 
.—.5. 4 mm 
t&ntt 111 
Reason9 Why Teachers Teaching 13-15 Years do 
not Read m Much a© Desired 
reason© nunber ro-eval total £re-eval first s ^firsts 
tine 3 12 67 % 0? 100 
knowledge 1 2 11 - mm 
facilities 2 4 22 - mm 




sen ft Why Teachers Teaching: 15-18 Yoara do 
not Read n a Much aa Deal rod 35==c==s=^—-rr==r= 
rasopns .... nuabar ro-8Vf.il total ^re-oval firsts %tlrata 
ti&ft 2 8 57 2 100 
knowledge 1 2 15 eft - 
fact!Itloo 1 3 21 a* «ft 




Teachore Teaching 19-21 Years do 
Head as Much a® Desired 
reasons number re-oval total £re~oval firsts ^firsts 
ti&® 3 12 50 3 100 
knowledge 2 5 21 - «* 
facilities 2 6 25 e* eft 





not Read as Much 
Over twenty-One 
as Oeaired’ 
reasons number re-eva1 total $re-svsl firsts %firsts 
time 12 46 62 11 92 
knowledge 6 6 8 a* ear 
facilities 10 21 28 1 8 
interest 
.6 1 2 *» eft 
95* 
rleason® with reenact to educational degree* Several 
trends are apparent upon examination of the data* Three 
statements jsay be made fro® the data shown on Table® 115 
through 119, 
(1) The higher the degree held* the greater the knowledge 
of source areas* 
(2) The higher the degree held, the greater the feeling 
that there Is a lack of fee11Itlea* 
(3) The higher the decree held, the lese the fueling 
of a lack of Interest* 
TABLE 115 
Beaeona Why Teachers with a Bachelor*a 
not Head an ??uch a,a Desired 
Degree do 
reasons number re-awal total ^re-oval firsts ^firsts 
tiffle 3 12 50 3 100 
knowledge 3 T 29 «e - 
facilities 1 3 12.5 - - 
interest 1 2 8*5 ee * 
> 
TABLS 116 
Reason® Why Teachers with a. Bachelor * s Degree and Going 
for ® faster® ,.12„ a&..3£££. > ?'ueh as Desired 
reason® . nunbsr r*-eesl total jftro«evftl firsts ffirst® 
time 29 107 54 21 84 
knowledge 12 26 14 1 4 
facilities 18 52 26 3 12 
interest 6 7. 4 rutm:—.rrrr? ,7 «• 
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TABLE 117 
Reasons Why Teachers with a Master's Degree do 
not Read as Much as Desired 
reasons number re-eval total ^re-eval firsts ^firsts 
time 38 148 64 34 92 
knowledge 10 25 11 1 2 
facilities 21 53 23 2 5 




Why Teachers with a Master's Degree and Going 
a Doctorate do not Read as Much as Desired 
reasons number re-eval total ^re-eval firsts ^firsts 
t ime 25 94 56 20 91 
knowledge 9 19 11 1 4.5 
facilities 18 50 30 -L 4.5 
interest 5 5 3 - - 
TABLE 119 
Reasons Why Teachers with a Doctorate do 
not Read as Much as Desired 
reasons number re-eval total ^re-eval firsts ^firsts 
time 2 8 57 2 100 
knowledge - - - - - 
facilities 2 6 43 - - 
interest - - - - - 
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Reasons with reapsct to teach Inr load. Tab!eft 120 
through 124 indicate no trend® exist whan considering teaching 
load and the reasons why teacher© did not road as much ae 
they desired. The data are presented* but no conclusions 
have been drawn. 
Reasona 
T&WL& 120 
Why Teachers Teaching 15-19 Hours 
not Head as Much as Desired 
per Week : do 
re&eone number re-eva1 total ^r@-aval firsts if 1 rets 
tiae 2 7 50 1 50 
knowledge 1 2 14 m 
- 
facilities 1 4 29 1 50 
interest. 1 1 z  «* eh 
t TABLE 121 
Reasons Why Teachers Teaching 20-24 Hour© per Week do ' 
not Read as Much ss Desired 
reasons number re-evsl total . fre-eval firsts $flrete 
tiaae 27 99 56 19 79 
knowledge 9 23 14 3 12.5 
facilities 16 44 26 2 8.5 
interest . 
-.. 
.  * 2 - - 
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TABLE 122 
Reason© Why Teachers ""©aching 25-29 Hour© par Week do 
reason© .number. $r#-eval first© ^firsts 
time 42 iso 54 35 95 
knowledge " 14 31 12 - - 
facilities 29 79 31 2 5 
l^t^reot 7 .. 3 - «a 
TABLE 123 
Reasons Why Teachars Teaching 30-34 Hours per Week do 
not Read as Kuch as Desired 
reasons number... ro-eval total jfre-eval f1 rata <fIrate 
time 22 88 63 22 96 
knowledge 8 17 12 m «W 
facilities 11 29 21 1 4 
Interest __ 4 „ 5 4 m - 
TABLE 124 
Reasons Why Teachers Teaching Over Thirty-Five Hours per 
Week do not Read a© Huoh a» Desired 
reasons number re-oval total £r*»*T*l first© ^firsts 
time 3 12 50 3 100 
knowledge 2 4 18 «• - 
facilities 2 6 25 - 4MT 
Interest ., 2 2 
 z - «w 
99. 
Reasons respect to subject mattor. Only one trend 
can be o«en with respect to subject© the teachers were teaching. 
The teachers who taught but on© subject had a better knowledge 
of source material© than those who taught general science, 
two, three or four subjects. This feeling, may have existed 
/ 
due to the fact that these teacher© had but on© subject field 
In which they must know the source ares©, whereas some of 
the others had us ©any a© four subject fields. 
Relative Information Is presented In Table© 125 through 
131. 
TABLE 125 
Rea©ona Why Biology Teacher© do not 
________Much a a Peel rod__ 
Read as 
reason* number re-eval total $r©~eval firsts ^firsts 
time 13 48 62 9 82 
knowledge 4 6 8 a* 
[ 
facilities 7 21 27 2 IB 
Interest 2 2 A - m - 
T&SLS 126 
fie* a on* Why Chemistry Teacher© do not Head 
as Much as Desired 
reasons number rc-eval total f^re-eval firsts .■^firsts 
time 9 35 65 8 100 
knowleda* 2 3 6 a» - 
facilities* 6 15 98 «* - 
Interest i... 1 1 - m 
ICO. 
TABLE 127 
Reason© Vhf General Science teacher© do not 
Reada© Much as Desired | 
reasons ... nitisber re-oval total ^re-oval firsts ^firsts 
time 33 127 57 29 97 
knowledge ' 12 27 12 - - 
facilities 22 60 27 p % at* 
interest 2 8 ■. h - ~ 
TABtS 188 




Two Sciences do 
Desired 
not 
£*a£3Rfc number rs-aral total Sfre-ee&l first ^firsts 
time 31 118 58 25 86 
knowledge 12 31 15 2 7 
facilities 17 49 24 2 7 
interest 5  7  2 . . e» 
TABLE 129 
Reason© Why Teacher© Teaching Three he!once© 
do not Head as Much &© Re sired 
reasons number re-eve1 total fre-eval firsts ff!rets 
time 5 18 61 4 00 
knowledge 1 4 13 1 20 
facilities * *r 8 26 - - 
interest 4M - mm - - 
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TABL1S 130 
Reasons Why Teachers Teaching Four Science# 




i.T.agam.-a •* ,;«jsau;,,a 
re-eval total 
,JA «W* .r «rv :> '“r' *v« 
$re-©val firsts Tfirsta 
time * ■f 12 57 3 100 
knovrlsdtf© 
***** 
2 5 2* *» «e 
facilities 2 3 u ee - 
interest in 1 1 ..£ 
<•» 
TABLE 131 
Reasons Why Teachers teaching arth Science and 
Fleetrlcttr do not Hoad as Kuch ac Peelred 
reasons . number removal total ■'re-eval fleet* ^firsts 
time 5 10 59 2 100 
knowledge 1 1 6 me «• 
facilities 2 6 35 am «e 
interest - - •e - 
Baasoqe ■with respect to professional statu*. The group 
which differed to the greatest extent from the other two w&© 
that of new teachers who needed a scientific background for 
previous positions. This group felt that there a general 
lack of tlfctt which Inhibited the amount of reading which 
could be done* 
The sasse teachers also felt that it was not so much a 
lack of facilities or of Interest, but that time w&® of greater 
consequence. 
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This Is summarised In Tables 132 through 134. 
TABLE 132 
Reasons Why ^Original" Teachers do not Read 
. .1,11,1,1111,, | ftff) I iSlSl^ lll^lSl|M^S^rP^ . 
reason© number re-eval total <r*~eval firsts ^firsts 
time 64 244 57 53 90 
knowledge 25 58 14 3 5 
facilities 39 110 26 3 5 
Interest 12 14 2 m *» 
TABLE 133 
Keaaona Why HNew** Teacher© Who deeded a 
Background Previously do not Bead a© Mich 
Scientific 
as Desired 
reasons number re-eval total fre-eval firsts ^firsts 
time 20 75 55 16 87.5 
knowlodge 7 14 11 - - 




--*£. m . 
TABLE 13* 
Reason t» Why *$«ww Teacher® Who did non JSecd 
Background Previously do not Head as Mich 
a Scientific 
as Desired 
reasons number re-aval total T’re-eval first© .ff Irate 
time 14 49 67 11 100 
knowledge 3 8 11 - - 
facilities 7 16 22 • - 
Interest • e» - • m 
Sucfiiary. There ie no doubt that teachers aid not read 
much as they would like due to a lack of time# This lack 
of ttssss was due to both cl&aeroom activities and activities# 
such a© thoae Involving f«ualll*s» clerical work and sscond 
jobs. 
The other reason coneldered extremely Important was 
the lack of facilities throughout the entire county# not 
duct In the West as was previously supposed# 
It Is also quit® elestr that the science teachers* of 
Suffolk County would like to read more professional sataria! 
than they have been able to do In the past# 
J 
C HA ?T 
FfTCT OF XKFKOVFJKSHT OF FACILITIES ON HEALING 
105. 
CHAPTER IX 
EFFECT OF IMPROVEMENT OF FACILITIES ON READING 
Qygra.il result a. Seventeen of the nlntity-six teachers 
who answered the question ’*to you foci you would do oora 
professional reading given the proper facilities?’1 Indi¬ 
cated they would not read more. Thin le eight-sen per cent 
of the responding teachers. 
Twenty per cent of the*teachers of Western Suffolk 
would not read sore, even if the conditions and facilities 
were improved. Thirteen per cent of the teachers of Eastern 
Suffolk would not read sore. 
Table 135 summarises the pertinent Information. 
Number 
TABLE 135 
of Teachers Who Would not Hoad More 
if Facilities? wer^ Improved 
number answering 
 number, of .no.t £ of nos average hrs reading 
31 4 13 5.75 
 «& . UL 20 6.61 
Eighteen pgr cent of the $«le teachers would not read 
more than they already do, while only twelve per esrt of the 
females would not read more, even though they averaged more 
hours per week than the sen. 
Although single teachers r**»d more than married, twenty- 
sovon per cent expressed the opinion they would not read more 
106. 
If facilities were Improved* Only sixteen per cent of the 
married teachers said they would not rood mores. 
Nothing extraordinary cm bo pointed out with respect 
to number of years teaching • courses teaching, degree status 
or teaching load* Ko one group stood out above all the rest 
In not wanting to read more professional literature* 
Mhm considering the professional status of teachers , 
the teachers who already did the most reading worn desirous 
of doing more, while the ?,new'4 teachers'Who'had non-scientific 
positions before, and who did the least reading* contained 
the largest percentage of teachers who would not rood sore* 
even if they were given more, favorable conditions. 
.. .•{... ... 
Feeling of na-.-a to read * h question was asked as to 
whether the teachers thought there was a need to read pro¬ 
fessional literature. Of the one hundred-five persons who 
answeredi one hundred-two felt there was a need to read, 
and three felt there w&© no need for this type of professional 
improvement. 
It is interesting to not#, however, that of these three 
people, two read ten hours per week and the other read six 
hours per weak; two read for intellectual curiosity and one 
for class preparation; two would do more reading given the 
proper facilities. This, more or less, refuted the statement 
they did not feel a need to read. 
The great majority of teachers who felt reading pro¬ 
fessional literature was important also point out the impor¬ 
tance of this study. 
CHAPT-R X 
FACILITIES TO 3" lKFJtOVT.0 
10 8# 
CHAPTER X 
FACILITIES TO BE XmOTSB 
Introduction# Dine* It «as Busoected thst the lack 
of faellitlee and the lack of time would rate hitfh *• rcsoone 
why *e cm eh professional reading ae desired was not being 
done, •puestions were Included which allowed teacher* to 
express their opinion© a© to what typer of Improvements should 
be made# 
Seventyfour of the one hundred-ten tee chore had comments 
'j 
or Bu^gatione to sake* The two tooics mentioned most often f' 
were the lack of time and the total inadequacy of libraries. 
Lack of Ups. Th~ Question deal In a* with the raison* 
why not ar> much reeding a* d#»lred wae done ©hows the 
©evanty-nlne tea ©bora Indicated the lack of time ss b*lng of 
primary importance. In their comment© and suggestion*, 
nineteen mentioned that a lack of time In general hundred 
their reeding. 
To Improve this condition, nine tee©here suggested a 
lowering of the teacher’• classroom teaching load. If this 
could be arranged, the results obtained show that the 
teacher* would probably read more. 
Another suggestion was to reduce the clerical duties of 
teachers# This was mentioned by six different teacher** 
but no alternate mean© were suggested# 
Inadequacy of libraries# Twenty-four tec chore suggested 
that libraries In general totally inadequate for the 
professional reading needs of science teachers In Suffolk 
County. Twenty-seven teachers indicated that the libraries 
in their particular schools were not adequate to vr.eet their 
needs. light had criticisms of town libraries, while 
another eight specifically mentioned that departmental science 
libraries were glaringly incomplete. 
Many different suggestions for the alleviation of this 
problem were proposed. These suggestions included the 
following* 
(1) Libraries on all levels, particularly school 
and departmental should subscribe to more Journal© and 
periodicals, and should acquire a greater eupoly of textbooks. 
(2) Libraries and their improvement should be 
provided for by the school under the building fund. 
(3) the science faculty should be granted the right 
to take periodicals and journals out of the libraries. 
(4) A program of inter-library loans should be 
instituted, and librarians who are willing to contact large 
college libraries should bd employed. 
(5) & large professional science library should be 
included in the proposed Suffolk County Community College and 
in the college for science and mathematics teachers in Stony 
Brook. 
(6) Technical area libraries should be started, and 
the library in Brookhavon National Laboratory should be opened 
to all science teachers. 
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(?) Foundations or government agenda* should be 
established and encouraged to distribute profession*! 
literature to all libraries. 
Financial conditions. Fourteen teachers mentioned 
0oaa aspect relating to financial conditiona. The suggestions 
along these linea included the followlngi 
(1) Lower the cost of ©clones? Journal© and 
periodicals bo that more ray be obtained and that a larger 
number of teachers ray have access to them. 
(2) Personal salaries should bo raised to provide 
more mon*y with which to buy professional reading material* 
(3) School allotment© should be raised for the 
aanse purpose a$ that mentioned In number two above. 
Miscellaneous surest lone# Many other suggestion© were 
proposed by the teachers who took the time to think about the 
question* Throe teachers suggested that a science dtgeat b# 
published periodically combining the newest discoveries and. 
trend© In all science©* 
Klne teachers favored the establishment of a faculty 
science reading room, or marking off a section of the library 
for teacher© only. 
Other suggestlone Included the following? 
(1) Begin a science faculty seminar review log 
professional literature. 
(2) Improve college subjects eo they deal with more 
literature and outside reading. 
111. 
(3) Institute a progra« to acquaint new science 
teachers with detlreablo literature. 
(4) Publish more journal©. 
{5) vs smaller classes. 
Only two of the responding teachers mentioned they thought 
facilities ware sufficient In the schools In which they 
taught. 
CHAFTIt XI 
COHCLOSXOK& Am RECOHKOTOATIOHS 
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CHAPTER XI 
CONCLUSIONS AND RSGOMKmiATXONS 
Introduction# In driving conclusion© to this study, 
the author deeded It necessary to bear In mind the limitation 
that only forty-five per cent of the questtoonsiraa were 
returned# 
The primary purpose of the study was to analyse the 
professional reading habita of science teachers in Suffolk 
County# This included determining the amount of reading and 
thi* most important types of publications used, discovering 
the reasons behind professional reading and why the amount 
of reading was not &a much as desired, listing the facilities 
which science teachers felt should b® improved, determining 
whether there was & goners1 feeling of a need to read pro¬ 
fessional literature* and discovering the number of 
professional publications to which science teachers subscribed 
and the names of these publications# 
—The hypothesis proposed by the author was that due to 
thair proximity to more facilities* the teachers of Western 
Suffolk County would read more than those from Rastern Suffolk# 
This has been shown to be not necessarily true as the dif¬ 
ference between the averages of the two groups was orly #86 
hours per week, an Insignificant amount. 
Conclusions# Conclusions which may be drawn are the 
followings 
(1) The average time ©pent In reading professional 
literature by the science tea chore answering the questionnaire 
wea 6.32 hours per week. Location, ssx, marital status, 
number of years teaching, aducation&l degree and the profes¬ 
sional statu© of teachers all may have some affect on the 
anoint of professional reading done* 
(2) The most important types of publications used 
by science teachers of Suffolk County, in the order of their 
Importance were (a) textbooks, (b) professional Journala, 
(c) periodicals, (d) stagestnee, and (e) newspapers. Other 
sources were used by these teachers including monographs, 
sourcebooks, review books, pamphlets and material brought 
.if* 
In by students. The importance of the sources varied with 
location, sex, educational degree, teaching status, teaching 
load, end subjects taught. 
(3) Four-fifths of the teachers subscribed to at 
lnast one professional publication. location, sex, number 
of years teaching, educational degree, teaching load, sub¬ 
jects taught and-teaching status all may hive had some affect 
on th« number of subscription®. 
(A) The selectee teachers of Suffolk County sub¬ 
scribed to slightly more than three professlozml publications. 
These publications were of both a scientific nature, and n 
professional nature. By far the moat popular was Scientific 
American. 
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(5) General Intellectual curiosity, class preparation 
for courses, research problems In which teachers are Interested, 
and courses la which the teacher le presently enrolled were the 
reasons why science teachers read professional litersturo, and 
In that relative order of Importance* This differed to some 
degree as to ©ex, number of years teaching, educational degree, 
teaching load and professional status* 
(6) A large percentage of the science teachers did not 
read as much as they would have liked,but almost every 
toacher felt the need to read professional literature* The 
moat Important reasons why this reading was not as much as 
desired are the following, in order of Importances lack of 
time due to both classroom end outside activities, lack of 
facilities which make much of the literature inaccessible, 
lack of k owledge of source areas and lack of Interest in 
reading. Sex, marital status, number of year® teaching, 
educational degree and professional status all have so®® 
effect on the amount of reading. 
(?) The biggest detriments to a desirable amount 
of reading were the lack of time and the totally inadequate 
library facilities* Other hlnderances Included poor financial 
condition© of both teacher and libraries, the high cost of 
©dent if le publication© and textbooks, the lack of a place In 
which the science articles may be read, and the lack of 
knowledge of where to obtain the reading material. 
Whether a science teacher aits bock and relaxes after 
eetting up the courses he la teaching, or continuous to 
improve his background cannot reliably be determined. There 
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was a sharp drop In the amount of reading done after the 
third year of teachIns experience which may reflect a dis¬ 
interested attitude* but which may also be the result of 
other rmnone. 
!'i»coagr.on&atl6n*« In light of the finds of this study* 
It le clear that In order to got the prof--©clonal staffs 
we desire for our schools* ©ev^rs.l changes must be sad* In 
the situation which currently exists. 
It 1b only natural tha* the teachers believe those 
changes should be the responsibility of the school. This la 
the attitude which Is reflected by the questionnaires. It 
Is the opinion of the author* however, that both toschere 
and school© should b# counted on to initiate changes* In 
making the following recommendations, the Ideas put forth by 
the teachers have been carefully weighed. Idoao are presented 
which may be practical and* if followed* will at least serve 
to alleviate the situation. 
The library situation should be somewhat anted with the 
A*; 
bonstruetion of the Suffolk County Community College and the 
' ■ yV 
new college in Stony Brook, providing, of course* library 
facilities arc Included. 
One of building an adequate departmental library 
would be for all the actsees teachers in a single school to 
pool their subscriptions, textbook© and reference books. 
These materials could b« kept in one place in the school where 
they would be readily available to all members of the department* 
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Since each toucher subscribes to approximately three 
oubllcation©, a largo science department would have a fairly 
decent library. The individual contribution© would remain 
the property of the Individual© involved, and would only 
serve us a supplement to the book© and other publications which 
belong to the sehodL 
Librarian# should be urged to sat aelda an area and 
ahelv#a in the school library to prowida a place for teachers 
to kapp and read their profession©1 reading matter. This 
area, and the reading material# would restricted to use 
by teachers only. An even better arrangement would bo to set 
aside a special reading room, but this ie not os practical 
an Idea as rooms are generally scarce* 
Librarians should also be urged to try to sot up a 
progress of Inter-library loans with the larger college libraries, 
whereby teachers would h# able to borrow the book© they rood 
for a given length of time* 
Inquiries should be made Into the opening up of the 
technical library in Brookhsvsn national Laboratory for all 
interacted ©clones teachers. If this is not sn acceptable 
proposition, this library should be included in the inter- 
library loan program. 
Schools and departments should be urged to incorporate 
as much money as possible into their building funds, library 
funds or wherever noaeible. to provide for textbooks. Journals, 
UBSSS'-*'' -«.«*« " 'Gh* 
and periodicals. 
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A science faeulty seminar reviewing professional literature 
and current information could set up to moot every two 
weeks or once a month. In this way, science teachers would 
have better opportunities to learn about available literature. 
This need not be confined to the science department of a 
single school, but mxiy schools in the ssr::o area may par¬ 
ticipate* 
Programs or classes to acquaint new or prospective 
science teachers with science literature and agencies through 
which literature may he obtained should bo developed. 
Lest, but not least, more studies such as this are 
needed to help initiate reforms, not only in science, but 
in ©vary subject field In the secondary schools. Perhaps 
these atudlea will help change the unfavorable existing 
conditions, and Initiate the faculties to become the truly 
professional people which can help educate tomorrow*9 leader*? 
today*s cchool children. 
A2KSDXX A 
THE Qtr STIOHHAIRE 
QUI.BTIONKAlRTv 
1. School 2. Town _ 
2. Marital Status (check one) Married_Single 
4. Sex (check one) Male Female 
5* Hu&'bor of y&ara teaching 
6. Highest educational degree held (check one) 
3achclor Kastar Doctorate __ 
?. Are you working toward a higher degree? Yea So_ 
8. Teaching load (houre/we^k) 
9. Courses you ore now teaching (check one or more if 
necessary; if other, please indicate) 
Biology Chests try_Phy © i cs . General Sciers c« 
1G.DI& you have another career before teaching? Yes_So, 
11.Did this career require a scientific background? 
(check one) Yee_So_ 
12.Total number of hours spent in professional reading 
(per wuek)__ 
a. In your own field? 
b. In related fields?_ 
c. In method© of teaching^ 
13*Hurcbor of chapters or articles this would include 
a. In your own field? 
b. In related fields? 
c. In method© of teaching?_ 
14.Rate the five (5) most important types of publications In 
which you fine your professional reading material* 
(Assign the most important source number 1, the second 
most important number 2, etc? if other, please Indicate) 
a. Professional Journals__ 
b. Textbooks.  _____ 
c. Periodicals......... ___ 
d • Magazines ..*••«•«••• ___ 
e. Kewsp&pers.. ___ 
f. Other.. . 
15.*>o you currently subscrlba to any professional 
publications? Yes_Ho_ 
-more- 
16. List the publications to which you subscribe* 
a. 
b. _ 
c . r 
a._ 
e. 
IT. Rato in order of importance the reasons behind your 
professional reading* (Assign the asoct important reason 
number 1, the second most important reason number 2, etc; 
if other, please Indicate) 
a. Class preparation for courses you ere teaching 
b, Research problems in which you ere interested, 
c* Courses in which you are presently enrolled * * * 
d. General intellectual curiosity*,*.. *. 
e • Other.*.*.. . *_ 
18. Rate in order of importance the reasons why the amount of 
your professional reading Is not (If it Is not) as much 
as you would like* (Assign the moat important reason 
mtsbar 1, the second most Important reason number 2, etc; 
if other, please Indicate) 
a. lack of tie?© due to classroom activities 
b* Lack of knowledge of source areas • *.. •..,, 
c. Lack of facilities.*»••»*.«*•• ... 
d. Lack of interest. »••»•*.•« .  
e. Other. * .*•**••«*..••** 
19. bo you feci you would do more professional reading given 
the proper facilities’? Yea No 
20. Do you feel there Is a need for you to read professional 
literature? Tee,_So_ 
21. List the facilities which you feel should be Improved so 
that your professional reading needs ®&y be m&t* 





22. Are thero any comments you wish to make which are pertinent 
to this study? (us© space b&low) 
23 If you would Ilk© u copy of th© results of this study, I 
will be glad to forward one on receipt of a post card. 
) 
appendix b 
THE FIRE? LWffl OF TRASSKITTAL 
3 Harriet Lane 
Huntington, Hew York 
December 3* 1959 
Dear Science Teacher* 
Due to the fact that there has been little or no research 
done In the field of rtftdlng of professional literature by 
science teacher®, X have chosen to b*ae my Hester’s Degree 
thesis on an analysis of the professional reading habits of 
science teachers in Suffolk County* 
X bop© to gather information from &o many science terchars 
in as many schools as possible to discover the amount of read¬ 
ing they do in their field, in related fields, and in methods 
of teaching. 1 will make a comprehensive analysis of the 
number of hours epent reading professional literature, the 
sources considered most Important by teachers, the reasons 
behind professional reading, and the reasons why this reeding 
is not ae extensive a® might he- desired* The analysis will 
Include ascertaining the effect of marital status, sox, number 
of years teaching, teaching load, subjects taught, and 
location on the reading of professional literature. 
Unclosed you will find a questionnaire which I would 
appreciate having completed os soon ae possible, and returned 
to me In the stamped* self-addressed envelope provided, four 
earn® is not desired on this questionnaire as this Is a general 
survey, not one dealing with specific individuals, and at no 
time will any connection be made between Individual® and 
questionnaires. 
In order to make this study more meaningful, please estimate 
&& accurately as possible, the mount of time you spend reading 
professional literature* Pluses note that this report will not 
deal with any reading done outside your field, related fields, 
or method® of teaching. 
Thank you for your willingness to be of assistance at 
this time. 
Sincerely yours. 
41b®rt L. Specht Jr. 
Enclosures* 
Questionnaire 
Self-addressed, st&ssped envelope 
atp-rr.ry. c 
THE Sf.'COSC 1.STTSR OF TRANSMITTAL 
v 
v* 
3 Harriot Lane 
Huntingtoni Nev York 
January 21, I960 
Door Science Teachers 
On December 3* 1959 I sent to you a questionnaire 
concerning the mdi«| of profsselonal literature by 
oci^nc© tsachers. This questionnaire vac also sent to 
242 other science teacher© In Suffolk County. 
Up to the present date, not enough replies have been 
received to make my analysis of the reading habits of 
science teachers meaningful. 
If you have cot already completed the questionnaire 
and returned it to me, I would appreciate your filling In 
th« enclosed copy of the original and sending It to mo ee 
soon as possible, so that 1 may draw definite conclusions. 
thank you. 
Yours truly. 
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